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Plaintiffs~ individually and on behalf of proposed Sub-Classes of Employees of the 

constituent institutions of the University of North Carolina, as defined below, complaining of the 

Defendant the University of ~forth Carolina, by and through its Board of Governors, and the 

following constituent institutions: East Carolina University; North Carolina State University; 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; University of North Carolina at Wilmington; 

University of North Carolina at Asheville; University of North Carolina at Charlotte; Western 

Carolina University; North Carolina Central University; and Appalachian State University, and 

Roy Cooper, the Governor of North Carolina. and alleges and says: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This is an action by the Plaintiffs, both individually and on behalf of Sub-Classes 

of Employees of constituent institutions of the University of North Carolina system, for declaratory 

and injunctive relief and a \Vrit of mandamus. associated with the conscious decision made by the 

University of North Carolina (herein ··UNC"), through its Board of Governors, and thereafter, the 

named constituent institutions, as Plaintiffs' Employers, and Governor Roy Cooper, to place the 

named Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent at an increased risk of exposure to 

COVID-19, a virus that is known to cause illness. hospitalization .and death, by reason of the 

decision to adopt plans to return to ··on-site" campus operations and therefore, return tens of 

thousands of students to each of these campuses and the communities in which they are located, 

and delegate the responsibility of not only trying to keep students safe to the Plaintiffs and the Sub

Classes they seek to represent. but themselves. 

2. Having made the decision on March 11 ~ 2020 (at a time when there were less than 

1,000 reported cases in North Carolina) that, due to the COVID-19 outbreak, all constituent 

Institutions within the entire t!NC system, including each of the named constituent Institutions.. 

would end ""in-person" classes and move to "'alternative course delivery" for the health and safety 
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of students, employees and the communities in which these campuses are located, UN C has now 

made the decision to return students to these campuses and communities in which they are located 

at a time when North Carolina has more than 136,000 confinned cases of COVID-19. more than 

2,100 people have died, the number of new cases continues to double every 30 days, and North 

Carolina has now been officially designated as a ""red zone" by the Whitehouse coronavirus task 

force (https://publicintegritv .org/health/coronavirus-and-inequality/exc lusive-white-house

document-shows-l 8-states-in-coronavirus-red-zone-covid-19/). 

3. In North Carolina, Employers, including UNC and each of its constituent 

Institutions, owe a ··non-delegable .. duty to their Employees, including the Plaintiffs and the Sub

Classes they seek to represent. to provide a safe workplace. Edwards v. GE Lighting Sys., Inc .. 

200 N.C. App. 754,758,685 S.E.2d 146, 149 (2009); N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 95-129 ("Each employer 

shall furnish to each of his employees conditions of employment and a place of employment free 

from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or serious injury or serious 

physical harm to his employees'"). UNC and its constituent Institutions cannot, in the face of this 

pandemic, provide conditions and places of employment safe or ··free from" recognized hazards 

associated with COVID-19 by returning students to these campuses and the communities in which 

they are located under the current plans, \Vhere they will live and learn in poorly ventilated 

dormitories and class room spaces, be expected (as college-aged students) to fully comply, both 

on-campus and off-campus. with the ··mandatory" mask and "'social-distancing" rules, when, as of 

the date of the filing of this Complaint. UNC and its constituent jnstitutions that have already had 

students return to the campus communities know that IS NOT happening. 

4. Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent cannot lawfully be forced to 

accept these increased risks of exposure to known complication from COVID-19 simply to 

exercise the rights granted to them under the North Carolina Constitution, Art. I, § 1 to work and 
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earn a living. ("We hold it to be self-evident that all persons are created equal; that they are 

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, the 

enjoyment of the fruits of their own labor, and the pursuit of happiness."). The basic principle 
! 

underlying this section is "the right of the individual to be free to enjoy the faculties with which 

he has been endowed by his Creator, to live and work where he will, to earn his livelihood by any 

lawful calling, and to pursue any legitimate business, trade or vocation." State v. Warren, 252 

N.C. 690, 693, 114 S.E.2d 660, 663 (1960). 

5. In his latest Executive Order, Governor Roy Cooper confinned what Plaintiffs and 

the Sub-Classes they seek to represent already knew, that reopening the constituent institution 

campuses for "in-person" instruction increases the risk of CO VID-19 spread: 

WHEREAS., there are many public health benefits~ ecopomic benefitsi and societal 
benefits to reopening K-12 schools~ colleges.. and universities for in-person instruction. but these 

I 

in .. person gatherings of students, staff, teachers, and professors will increase the risk of CO VID-19 
spread, even after all health and safety measures are put in place; and 

6. Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent, by working or being required 

to work in a place and conditions of employment where, ''even after all health and safety measures 

are put in place", they each will be at an increased risk of exposure to COVID-19, suffer from 

unusual and special damage differing from that suffered by the general :public. Given that UNC 

and its constituent Institutionsand the Governor ofNorthCarolina recognize that current plans do, 

indeed, place Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent at an increased risk of exposure 

to COVID-19, their constitutional rights are being violated: their health is being threatened, and 

the law affords them redress, either "remedial or preventive." Barrier v. Troutman, 231 N.C. 47, 

49-50, 55 S.E.2d 923, 925 (l 949)(citations omitted). 

7. Plaintiffs and Sub-Class Members have no adequate remedy at law, either under 

the Workers' Compensation Laws of the State of North Carolina (Ch. 97 of the North Carolina 
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General Statutes) or otherwise, as COVID-19 has not been recognized as an "occupational 

disease;" there exists no clearly established right on the part of Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they 

seek to represent to recover medical expenses and lost income resulting from Plaintiffs and Sub

Class Members becoming ill and/or incapacitated from COVID-19, and UNC and the constituent 

Institutions have implemented nothing to insure that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent will be fully insured and fully compensated. 

8. The business or enterprise that is the UNC system and its constituent Institutions 

given the manner in which they will be conducted, as to Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek 

to represent, will operate as a nuisance, by depriving them of Constitutionally protected rights, and 

this Court may clearly enter such orders as are necessary to "correct the evil and prevent the injury" 

associated therewith. 

II. PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 

9. The Plaintiff Jermany Alston is a citizen and resident of Orange County, and an 

Employee (member of the "Staff Sub-Class") at UNC-Chapel Hill, and performs, may perform 

and/or is required to perform essential functions of her job on the campus of UNC-Chapel Hill. 

10. The Plaintiff Clark Maddux is a citizen and resident of Watauga County, and an 

Employee (member of the "'Faculty Sub-Class) at Appalachian State University, and performs, 

may perform and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus of 

Appalachian State University. 

11. The Plaintiff Matthew Robinson is a citizen and resident of Watauga County, and 

an Employee (member of the "Faculty Sub-Class) at Appalachian State Vniversity, and performs, 

may perform and/or is required to perf onn essential functions of his job on the campus of 

Appalachian State University. 

SHIPMAN& WRIGHT, L.L.P. 
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12. The Plaintiff David Travis is a citizen and resident of Ashe County, and an 

Employee (member of the ·-staff Sub-Class) at Appalachian State University, and performs, may 

perform and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus of Appalachian 

State University. 

13. '1be Plaintiff Shaun Farthing is a citizen and resident of Watauga County, and an 

Employee (member of the ··Staff Sub-Class) at Appalachian State University, and performs, may 

perform and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus of Appalachian 

State University. 

14. The Plaintiff Duane Davis is a citizen and resident of Buncombe County, and an 

Employee (member of the ··faculty Sub-Class) at UNC-Asheville, and performs, may perform 

and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus of UNC-Asheville. 

15. The Plaintiff Michael Palm is a citizen and resident of Orange County, and an 

Employee (member of the "'Faculty Sub-Class) at UNC-Chapel Hill, and performs, may perform 

and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus of UN C-Chapel Hill. 

16. '111e Plaintiff Zofia Knorek is a citizen and resident of Orange County, and an 

employee/graduate worker (member of either/both the ··Faculty Sub-Class and -·staff Sub-Class") 

at UNC-Chapel Hill, and performs, may perform and/or is required to perform essential functions 

of her job on the campus of UNC-Chapel Hill. 

17. The Plaintiff John Cox is a citizen and resident of Mecklenburg County, and an 

Employee (member of the ··faculty Sub-Class'') at UNC-Charlotte, and performs, may perform 

and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus ofUNC-Charlotte. 

18. l11e Plaintiff Wendy Brenner is a citizen and resident of New Hanover County, and 

an Employee (member of the "Faculty Sub-Class'·) at lJNC-Wilmington, and performs, may 

SHIPMAN& WRIGHT, L.L.P. 
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perform and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus of UNC

Wilmington. 

19. The Plaintiff Jeffrey Eaddy is a citizen and resident of Durham County, and an 

Employee (member of the ··Staff Sub-Class") at North Carolina Central University, and performs, 

may perform and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus of North 

Carolina Central University. 

20. The Plaintiff Rachelle Gold is a citizen and resident of Durham County, and an 

Employee (member of the "faculty Sub-Class") at North Carolina Central University, and 

perf onns, may perform and/or is required to pe1f orm essential functions of his job on the campus 

ofNorth Carolina Central University. 

21. The Plaintiff Jirri Pearce is a citizen and resident of Durham County, and an 

Employee (member of the ··Faculty Sub-Class"') at North Carolina Central University, and 

performs, may perfonn and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus 

of North Carolina Central University. 

22. The Plaintiff John Hedlund is a citizen and resident of Wake County, and an 

Employee (member of the ··Faculty Sub-Class") at North Carolina State University, and performs, 

may perform and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus of North 

Carolina State University. 

23. 111e Plaintiff Beth Bee is a citizen and resident of Pitt County, and an Employee 

(member of the "Faculty Sub-Class") at East Carolina University, and performs, may perform 

and/or is required to perf onn essential functions of his job on the campus of East Carolina 

University. 

24. The Plaintiff Enrique Gomez is a citizen and resident of Jackson County, and an 

Employee (member of the ··Faculty Sub-Class") at Western Carolina University, and performs, 
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may perfonn and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus of Western 

Carolina University. 

25. The Plaintiff Jack Summers is a citizen and resident of Jackson County, and an 

Employee (member of the '·Faculty Sub-Class") at Western Carolina University, and performs, 

may perfonn and/or is required to perform essential functions of his job on the campus of Western 

Carolina University. 

26. The Defendant University of North Carolina, by and through its Board of 

Governors, is a body politic and corporate, organized and existing under the laws of the State of 

North Carolina, with the power to do "all such things as are usually done by bodies corporate and 

politic, or such as may be necessruy for the promotion of learning and virtue." Section I 01, The 

UNC Policy Manual. The University of North Carolina constitutes a single, multi-campus 

university composed of the following constituent institutions: Appalachian State University; East 

Carolina University; Elizabeth City State University; Fayetteville State University; North Carolina 

A&T State University; North Carolina Central University; the North Carolina School of Science 

and Mathematics; North Carolina State University; the University of North Carolina at Asheville; 

the University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill; the University of North Carolina at Charlotte; the 

University of North Carolina at Greensboro; the University of North Carolina at Pembroke; the 

University of North Carolina at Wihnington; the University of North Carolina School of the Arts; 

Western Carolina University; and Winston Salem State University. 

27. Governor Roy Cooper is the duly elected Governor of the State of North Carolina. 

28. This Court has jurisdiction over the Parties and matters in controversy herein, and 

they are properly before this Court pursuant to N.C.G.S. §1-75.4. 

29. Venue is proper p~rsuant to N.C.G.S. §1-76. 
•, 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
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30. At the time cf the filing of this action, North Carolina and the rest of the United 

States finds itself in a global COVID-19 pandemic as a result of the continued spread of 

coronavirus 19 ("CO VID-19"), a respiratory disease that is known to cause serious illness and 

death. 

31. COVID-19 reproduces in the body's upper and lower respiratory tracts, and is 

emitted when people talk, breathe, sing, cough or sneeze. There exists much debate currently 

within the scientific community on what proportion of droplets are emitted from infected people, 

how infectious those droplets ~~, and how they travel. 

32. COVID-19 is a novel pathogen, and it has taken centuries for scientists to figure 

out how other pathogens, such as the plague, smallpox and yellow fever are transmitted, and there 

is still much debate about how something as common as the flu is transmitted. 

33. Since the beginning of the pandemic, the World Health Organization ("WHO") and 

the Centers for Disease Control ("'CDC") have considered respiratory droplets to be the primary 

mode of COVID-19 transmission, with those droplets travelling ''ballistically" a known range of 

three (3) to six ( 6) feet. 

34. The reason, therefore, for masks, "social-distancing" and "hand-washing" 

requirements are to avoid droplets from being absorbed by someone's nose, mouth, and eyes, and 

hands picking up droplets from surfaces and then bringing them to the face. Plaintiffs and the Sub

Classes they seek to represent cannot control whether thousands of students located within their 

campus communities comply with any, much less all, of these requirements, imposed not only for 

the safety of students, but the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent. 

35. As of the date of the filing of this Complaint, there is still no consensus among 

infectious disease experts about whether, given that no UNC system stt'ident will be tested upon 

arrival to campus or at any regular intervals thereafter, wearing masksl or distancing alone will 

SHIPMAN& WRIGHT, L.L.P. 
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avoid risk of exposure to COVI D-19. There exists. therefore, no consensus among even 

internationally known infectious disease experts located on the UN C system campuses or 

infectious disease experts that advise Governor Cooper that bringing UNC system students back 

to campus under the plans adopted by UNC and its constituent institutions will keep the Plaintiffs 

and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent safe. 

36. All age groups can become infected with COVID-19. As the months of this 

pandemic have continued, current data from the CDC shows that the rate of hospitalization for 

young adults, like the college students that will return to the UNC constituent institution campuses~ 

in the l 8-to-29 age bracket t:ave increased over 200%, with the ;·myth'" having been dispelled that 

young people do nnt suffer complications from this disease. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/23/fauci-wams-of-more-and-more-coronavirus-complications

in-young-people.html 

37. As the months of this pandemic have continued. both the short-term and potential 

long-term effects of COVID-19. beyond the known risk of hospitalization and death, have become 

known. Individuals recovering from CO VI D-1 9 suffer and struggle to recover from a number of 

respiratory, cardiac and kidney problems. and an increased risk of blood clots. potentially leading 

to a stroke or heart attack. https://www.futuritv.org/lom1:-term-covid-l 9-effects-24002 l2-2/ 

38. Some of the most common long-term effects include heart trouble. with COVID-

19 patients shown to have suffered inflammation in the heart and muscle lining, with inflammation 

in the heart known to lead to long-lasting cardiac disease, heartbeat irregularities and failure. 

39. COVID-19 attacks the lungs, causing inflammation, which may leave survivors 

with persistent shortness of breath. People who recover from COVID-19 can experience a dry 

cough or pain when breathing. and those that have been placed on a ventilator have more severe 

long-term symptoms. 

SHIPMAN& WRIGHT, L.L.P. 
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40. Research has shown that COVID-19 can affect the brain and central nervous 

system, with reported symptoms like headaches, dizziness, trouble concentrating or recalling 

things and even hallucinations after '·recovering" from COVID-19, with symptoms being more 

common in patients who had severe forms of the disease. 

41. Strokes continue to be a great cause of concern related to COVID-19, due to 

increased inflammation in the body and therefore, the increased risk of the development of stroke

causing blood clots 

42. In addition, the vims has resulted in social and economic disruption in all 50 states, 

including the largest economic recession since the Great Depression, the postponement or 

cancellation of sporting, religious~ political, and cultural events. the closing of businesses, schools~ 

universities and colleges throughout the United States, and economic losses in the billions of 

dollars. 

43. On January 30, 2020, the WHO declared COVID-19aPublic Health Emergency of 

International Concern and, the next day, the United States Department of Health and Human 

Services Secretary declared a public health emergency in the United States for COVID-19. 

44. On February 11, 2020, Governor Roy Cooper ("Governor Cooper") announced the 

creation of the Novel Coronavirus Task Force for North Carolina, and a state health department 

hotline. 

45. On March 3, 2020, Governor Cooper announced that North Carolina had its first 

confirmed case of COVID-19. 

46. On March 9, 2020, after the North Carolina Department of Health and Human 

Services ("'NCDHHS") identified five (5) more presumptive con:firmed cases of COVID-19, the 

Governor issued an executive order declaring a state of emergency in North Carolina. As of the 

SHIPMAN& WRIGHT, L.L.P. 
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date of the filing of this Complaint, that executive order declaring a state of emergency, while it 

has been modified, has not been rescinded. 

47. On March 11, 2020. the WHO declared the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic. 

48. On March 11, 2020, UNC announced that all of its constituent institutions would 

end in person classes by March 20, 2020, and transition to alternative course delivery due to the 

COVID-19 outbreak. 

49. On March 20, 2020~ in a UNC Board of Governors special meeting, interim 

President Bill Roper emphasized that the '·most critical issues" pertaining to the UNC System was 

"health and safety, the transition to online learning, and the well-being of our students in need." 

Within a span of two weeks, 95% of UN C System classes were available online. 

(https://ww\v.norLhcarolina.edu/apps/bog/doc.php?id=63917&code=bog). 

50. In that same special meeting, when discussing the legal implications of moving 

students out of the residence halls, general counsel for UNC. Thomas Shanahan, represented to 

the Board that the '"starting point'~ is "'what is in the best interest of the University Communities 

and the interest of public health.~, 'lne "right thing to do from a health perspective is what drives 

the decision from there." Based upon that ideology, the decision was that it is better for public 

health and individual health to "substantially reduce the number of people in close quarters and 

residence halls." (https://vvwvv.pbs.orn/video/bog-032020-special-meeting-of-the-board-of-

uo vernors-Ozj uvv /) 

51. As of the date of the filing of this ComplainL upon infonnation and belief, no one 

has infonned UNC and its constituent institutions that the '•right thing to do from a health 

perspective,· for Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent is to re-open campuses with 

students "in close quarters and residence halls," and the complete inability to fully supervise these 

students off-campus activities. 
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52. The decision to end in-person classes by March 20, 2020, transition to alternative 

course delivery and moving students out of the residence halls placed the Plaintiffs and the Sub

Classes they seek to represent at a decreased risk of exposure to COVID-19than continuing in

person classes. 

53. As of March 20, 2020, there were less than 280 reported COVID-19 cases in the 

State of North Carolina, and on March 25, 2020, the North Carolina Department of Health and 

Human Services ("NCDHHS") reported its first COVID-19 associated death. 

Q1ttps://covid 19.ncdh11s.gov/latest-updates#march-22-march-28; 

https://ww\.v.ncdhhs.gov/new~press-releases/north-carolina-reports-first-covid-19-associated

deaths) (See attached Exhibit A (Coronavirus Cases By Day - Total Cases, New Cases); Exhibit 

B (Coronavirus Cases By Day- 7 Day Average Cases, Recoveries); Exhibit C (DHHS COVID-

19 adult ICU cases); Exhibit D (The Pace ofCoronavirus Cases in NC); E~hibit E (NCCoronavirus 
I 

Deaths and Hospitalizations - Deaths and Hospitalizations); Exhibit F (NC Coronavirus Deaths 

and Hospitalizations - 7 Day Average Hospitalizations and Deaths; source: NCDHHS) 

54. As a result of the decision to end in-person classes for the
1

Spring of 2020, students 

at UN C's constituent institutions received a pro-rata refund of unused housing and dining services, 

but no refund of tuition and fees already paid by these students. In June, 2020, the North Carolina 

Legislature enacted legislation granting "immunity" to UN C and its constituent institutions for any 

claims for the refund of tuition or other fees associated with the decision to suspend in-person 

classes and close portions ofUNC campuses because of the spread ofCOVID-19. 

55. On March 23, 2020, Governor Cooper closed all K-12 public schools statewide, 

banned mass gatherings of over 50 people, and closed gyms, movie thea{ers, sweepstakes parlors, 

health clubs, and other similar facilities. 

SHIPMAN& WRIGHT, L.L.P. 
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56. On March 27, 2020. a statewide stay-at-home order was issued by Governor 

Cooper. 

57. As of March 30, 2020, there were approximately 1,300 reported cases of COVID-

19 in N 011h Carolina and approximately 13 7 reported hospitalizations, and still only one (1) 

reported death. 

58. On May 8, 2020, Governor Cooper eased the March 27, 2020 stay-at-home order, 

beginning "Phase 1" of North Carolina's three-phase process for reopening the State. 

59. On May 22, 2020, Governor Cooper announced the beginning of ··Phase 2" of 

North Carolina~s reopening plan. 

60. By May, 2020, UNC and its constituent institutions had suffered a significant 

decrease in revenues from the preceding year; ••in-person'~ graduation ceremonies were cancelled, 

as were "in-person" courses for the Summer 2020 academic sessions. 

61. UNC and its constituent institutions derive revenues from, among other things, 

tuition, fees, housing, and dining~ and the impact of having to suspend "'in-person" classes on UNC 

campuses beginning in March. 2020 has had a significant financial impact on UN C and its 

constituent institutions. 

62. In April, 2020, UNC announced that each of its constituent institutions would 

resume in-person classes in the Fall of 2020. As of Aptil 30, 2020 there were only I 0,500 

confinned cases ofCOVID-19 in North Carolina, and the seven (7) day average was approximately 

400 new cases. 

63. Upon infonnation and belief, each constituent institution was instructed to prepare 

plans for students to return to campuses~ living in dormitories or off-campus housing, to resume 

the use of class-room spaces, c~m1mon areas, recreational areas and other spaces. 
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64. No office, do1mitory, class-room space, common area, recreational area or any 

other space located on the UNC system campuses where Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek 

to represent will work were designed and constructed with the idea ofCOVID-19in mind, and 

specifically, the ventilation in those spaces. 

65. On or about May 28, 2020, UNC published "COVID-19RETURN TO ON-SIIE 

WORK GUIDANCE: Faculty and Staff." (Exhibit G). That document required certain 

"institutional measures," including "use of face coverings;" "social distancing;" "continuous 

facilities cleaning and disinfection;" "reasonable access control for institution visitors other than 

faculty, staff and students;'~ and "COVID-19 Symptom Screening for faculty, staff, students and 

others." 

66. UN C's Guidance provided that through the end of North Carolina's "Phase 2," 

"employees who are not currently designated as mandatory on-site employees should continue to 

work remotely to the extent practicable.,, However, Management, on a case by case basis, may 

"require and/or pennit certain employees to work on-site if they need access to certain equipment, 

technology, internet connectivity, etc. to perform the essential functions of their job and do not 

otherwise have such access at their residence." 

67. Certain of the named Plaintiff and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent have been 

informed that they will be required to work "on-site," while others will need to be "on-site" to 

perform essential functions of their jobs. "Accommodations" (teaching/working remotely) are 

available only, upon infmmation and belief, if an Employee or a member of their family suffers 

from some underlying medical condition that places them at an "increased risk" of COVID-19 

complications. 

68. Employees, including Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent, that 
.:- I 

have been instructed to "return to the workplace" are required to self-monitor and self-report 
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symptoms and whether they have been exposed to COVI D-19. However, those Employees are 

not required to provide that information to the people that they work with everyday who would 

otherwise unknowingly be exposed. 

69. According to UNCs Guidance, Employees may ··request a flexible work 

arrangement" but only concerns .. related to an underlying health condition" may entitle an 

Employee ·"to a reasonable accommodation, depending on the employee's particular 

circumstances.,. 

70. Employees, with or without "an underlying health condition'' should not be 

required to ··return to the workplace'' at any of the UNC constituent institutions if the essential 

functions of their jobs can be hand led remotely. Therefore. "remote" teaching/working should be 

the default, not an option. As of the date of the filing of this Complainc there is no guaranteed 

right on the part of Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to work remotely. 

71. Employees who are required to return to campus for any reason to perform essential 

functions of their job should not be required to be exposed to an increased risk of getting sick from 

COVID-19, being hospitalized, incurring significant medical expenses, loss of income and of 

dying, which the conscious decisions to reopen UNC and its constituent institutions does. The 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent have the right to protect themselves from 

exposure by decisions they make and not be dependent upon the decisions that others make, most 

especially college-aged students. 

72. While all of the plans adopted by the UNC constituent institutions vary in some 

degree, they each share common features: thousands of students being "'on-campus" (and 

therefore, "off-campus"); the "mandatory" wearing of masks and maintaining ··social distancing." 

Students and Employees, including the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent, are 

required to wear face masks (with Employees being encouraged to provide their own) and 
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Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent are part of enforcement mechanism for 

students, becoming the ··Mask Police'' of sorts. ··Jt is our shared responsibility to practice social 

distancing, cleanliness. hygiene. and other safety measures so that we can contain the spread of 

COVID-19:' However, there are exceptions to the mask requirements for both students and 

Employees, and obviously, no way for UNC and its constituent institutions to monitor whether 

students and Employees are complying with mask requirements when they are not on-campus. 

73. Even though the non-delegable duty to provide a safe workplace is that of the 

Employer in North Carolina. Employees. including the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent, are expected to be enforcers of the mandatory face mask requirements for students, and 

to police other behaviors purportedly designed to reduce the risk of the spread of COVID-19 on 

campuses (setting up and maintaining classroom spaces. cleaning classroom spaces, enforcing 

social distancing ··guidelinest for example). UNC and its constituent institutions presently do not 

have strict rules or any immediate means of enforcement in place regarding students wearing 

masks. There is an expectation that there will be an ··adjustment period" to help students 

understand the mandatory mask requirements, and Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent are expected to ··remind students"' if they see a violation, and if there are ··multiple 

violations:' to report that student to the appropriate student affairs office on campus or another 

designated office. Thus, Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent face not only a 

requirement to confront students who are not complying with the rules. but no immediate 

consequences for the non-compliant students. 

74. The requirement being imposed upon the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek 

to represent. as Employees, to be the so-called ··Mask Police," does not place the non-delegable 

duty upon UNC and its constituent institutions, as Employers, to provide Plaintiffs and the Sub

Classes they seek to represent with a safe place to work. Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek 
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to represent do not have the required training, expertise or, for some, the personalities to keep 

others on the UN C constituent institutions safe, when they will struggle to keep themselves safe, 

against the invisible enemy that is COVID-19. 

75. Students who do not wear masks will not be subject to immediate discipline. UNC 

and each of its constituent institutions have procedures which they must follow prior to any 

discipline being imposed upon a student for any infraction, much less the failure to wear a mask. 

Therefore, the inability to strictly enforce the requirement for students to wear masks, social

distance, wash their hands~ etc., will mean that the ability to protect the Plaintiffs and the Sub

Classes they seek to represent will be left to the discretion and judgment of college-aged students, 

whose off-campus behaviors will not be monitored by anyone other than themselves, and 

potentially, local public health experts. 

76. The CDC has published "'Considerations for Institutions of Higher Education" 

(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/colleues 

universities/considerations.html), that contain, among other things, "Guiding Principles to Keep 

in Mind," such as "[t]he more an individual interacts with others, and the longer that interaction, 

the higher the risk of COVID-19 spread" and provide that ~'[t]he risk of COVID-19 spread 

increases in IHE (Institutions of Higher Education) non-residential and residential ( e.g. on-campus 

housing) settings," designated as "IHE General Settings," and "IHE On-Campus Housing 

Settings," with risks being ranked from "Lowest Risk," "More Risk" and "Highest Risk." 

77. Upon information and belief, the CDC's "Considerations for Institutions of Higher 

Education" was a source used by UNC and its constituent institutions in developing plans for the 

return of students for "in-person" instruction for the Fall 2020 Semester. 

78. As it pertains to ·.'IHE On-Campus Housing Settings" set !forth by the CDC, UNC 

and each of its constituent institutions chose the one that places the Plaintiffs, Sub-Classes 
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Members and students at or near the "Highest Risk." While the overall number of "on-campus" 

students at the UNC constituent institutions is lower for Fall 2020 than th~ number of"on-campus" 

students for the Spring of 2020, for instance, there are still thousands of students in dormitories on 

each of the UNC constituent institution campuses that are crowded into rooms, using common 

bathroom and shower spaces, and not complying with all of the required mask and social

distancing requirements, issues which the CDC has recognized presents "challenges with social 

distancing to prevent the sharing of COVID-19." 

79. Upon information and belief, UNC and its constituent institutions did not get the 

consent and approval of all Local Health Directors in the Counties in which the UN C constituent 

institution campuses are located< and have not confirmed with these Local Health Directors that 

the departments are prepared for the increased risk of COVID-19 in their communities which 

reopening campuses with students in attendance provides. 

80. No student will be tested upon arrival to any of the UNC system campuses and the 

entire system of determining whether any in-coming student has symptoms, has tested positive for 

COVID-19, or has been potentially exposed to someone with COVID-19 is dependent upon each 

student "self-reporting" that information. After a student arrives on campus, there will be no 

required screening undertaken of students. 

81. It is well recognized by the CDC that there exists a significant risk of COVID-19 

transmission occurring pnor to the onset of any symptoms. 

(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/planninu-scenarios.htm.l). It being accepted 

that the "time from exposure to symptom onset" can be approximately 6 days. Therefore, at any /all 

of the UNC constituent institutions campuses, students will arrive who are asymptomatic yet have 
I 

been exposed and will develop symptoms after they have arrived on campus. However, without a 
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system of required testing, the system that will be in place at an of the UN C constituent institution 

campuses must rely upon students to "self-report." 

82. Effective May 1, 2020, UN C and each of its constituent institutions, upon 

information and belief, implemented the Federal Families First Coronavirus Response Act 

("FFCRA") which provides Emergency Paid Sick Leave (EPSL) and Expanded Family Medical 

Leave (EFML) from April 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020. (https://hr. unc.ed u/benefits/ffcra/) 

83. Under the FFCRA, if an Employee has a "Qualifying Event," that Employee may 

be entitled to EPSL of up to "100% of regular pay, up to $511 daily, and $5,110 total." EFML is 

available under limited circumstances. 

84. Obviously, if the Plaintiffs and/or members of the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent are exposed and become ill from CO VID-19, their loss of pay may well exceed any 

benefits available under the FFCRA. 

85. In North Carolina, there exists a system of"Workers Compensation" under Chapter 

97 of the North Carolina General Statutes. However, there is no reported case where worker's 

compensation benefits have been provided to an ''injured" worker in North Carolina by reason of 

having contracted COVID-19 in a workplace setting. 

86. Employees "injured" in the course and scope of their employment may file a claim 

for workers' compensation benefits, but with significant limitations. 

87. For instance, "injury" is defined as "injury by accident arising out of and in the 

course of the employment, and shall not include a disease in any form~ except where it results 

naturally and unavoidably fi-o,n the accident." N.C.G.S. § 97-2. 

88. COVID-19 has never been recognized as an "injury" under the laws of the State of 

North Carolina. 
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89. Similarly, COVID-19 has never been determined to be an "occupational disease" 

as the term is defined and ir1terpreted under the laws of the State of North Carolina. 

90. To be compensable as an "occupational disease," Employees, including the 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent, would have to prove that they contracted 

COVID-19 "due to causes and conditions which are characteristic of and peculiar to a particular 
I 

trade, occupation or employment" and cannot be an "ordinruy disease of life to which the general 

public is equally exposed outside of the employment." 

91. Any Employee, including the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent, 

has no absolute right to wor~_e.r' s compensation benefits in North Carolina, as Employers, 

including UN C and each of its constituent institutions, have a right to contest each claim and until 

a right to compensation is either accepted by the Employer or ordered by the North Carolina 

Industrial Commission, Employees are not entitled to the receipt of benefits for medical expenses 

and lost wages. 

92. On or about June 16, 2020, the UNC Faculty Executive Committee revealed the 

results of a survey of 1,263 faculty members at the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill. 

(https://thewell. unc.ed u/2020/06/1 7 /survev-results-shared-with-facultv-executive-committeeh 

While that survey showed that almost 65% of faculty members understood the UNC system plan 

for a return to campus, only 25% of faculty members believed those plans would reasonably protect 

them. Upon information and belief, as of June 16, 2020, there were approximately 46,000 reported 

cases of CO VID-19 in North Carolina, and as of the date of the filing of this Complaint, confirmed 

cases in North Carolina are three (3) times that amount, such that if that same survey were taken 

today of faculty members at each of the UN C constituent institutions,. no one could or would 

believe that any of the adopted.plans would protect them, given that each contemplate the return 
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of students to campus and each performing or being required to perf onn essential functions of their 

jobs on-campus. 

93. On July 14, 2020, the Whitehouse Coronavirus Task Force designated 18 states, 

including North Carolina, as being in the "red zone" forCOVID-19 cases, meaning that more than 

10% of diagnostic testing had come back positive, and as of that date, listed the "Top 12 counties 

based on number of new cases in the last 3 weeks," including Counties where UN C constituent 

institutions are located and where thousands of students will be returning: Mecklenburg County 

(home of UNC-Charlotte); Wake County (home of NC State University); Durham County (home 

of North Carolina Central University); Guilford County (home of UNC-Greensboro); Forsyth 

County (home of Winston Salem State University); New Hanover County (home of UNC

Wilmington) and Cumberland County (home of Fayetteville State University). 

94. On July 31, 2020, a report of an analytic modeling study of a hypothetical cohort 

of 4990 college-age students without COVID-19 and 10 students with undetected asymptomatic 

cases was published in the JAMA Network Open, "an international, peer-reviewed, open access, 

general medical journal that publishes research on clinical care, innovation in health care, health 

policy, and global health across all health disciplines and countries for clinicians, investigators, 

and policy makers." (https://iamanetwork.com/joumals/jamanetworkopen/pages/for-authors ) 

95. The study ("Assessment of SARS-Co V-2 Screening Strategies to Permit the Safe 

Reopening of College Campuses in the United States"), the very first of its kind, funded in part by 

the National Institute of Health, and authored, in part, by Dr. Rochelle Walensky, Chief, Division 

oflnfectious Diseases at Massachusetts General Hospital and a Professor of Medicine at Harvard 

Medical School (https://www .massgeneral.org/d octors/17245irochelle-walenskv ), and Dr. David 

Paltiel, Professor of Public Health (Health Policy), Professor of Management and Professor in the 

~ 

Institution for Social and Policy Studies, and Co-Director of the Public Health Modeling 
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Concentration at the Yale School of Medicine (https:/imcdicine.vale.edu/profile/david paltiel/) 

focused on the question of "[w]hat screening and isolation programs ..... will keep students at US 

residential colleges safe and permit the reopening of campuses?" and concluded that "screening 

every 2 days using a rapid, inexpensive, and even poorly sensitive ... test, coupled with strict 

behavioral interventions ... .is estimated to maintain a controllable number of CO VID-19 infections 

and permit the safe return of students to campus." See: 

(https://jamanetwork.com/joumals/iamanetworkopen/fullartic lei2768923 ). 

96. This study noted that ''[r]esidential colleges, with communal living arrangements, 

shared dining spaces, intimate classrooms, and a population of young adults anxious to socialize, 

pose a particular challenge," and therefore noted that "[i]n the absence of an effective vaccine, a 

proven therapy, and/or sufficient herd immunity, the best hope for reopening campuses in the fall 

is likely to be a robust strategy of behavior-based prevention combined with regular monitoring to 

rapidly detect, isolate, and contain new sever acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus ... infections 

when they occur." 

97. This study noted what is by now well understood and common knowledge: "For 

many US colleges, COVID-19 poses an existential threat: either they open doors to students in 

September orthey suffersevere financial consequences." (citing https://www.insider.com/smaller

colleges-may-never-reopen-because-of-the-coron aviru s-2 020-4 ). 

98. Results from this modelling study "suggest that a highly specific screening test that 

can easily be administered to each student every 1 to 7 days - and that reports results quickly 

enough to permit newly detected cases to be isolated within hours - would be required to blunt the 

further transmission of infection and to control outbreaks at a justifiable cost. We identified no 

circumstance in this modelling sfudy under which symptom-based screen alone would be sufficient 

to contain an outbreak." 
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99. Each of the plans proposed by UNC and its constituent institutions will not test 

students upon their arrival or at ·any regular intervals thereafter, and provide for "symptom-based 

screen alone," which according to the study, will not be sufficient to contain an outbreak. 

100. The study confirmed that "obtaining an adequate supply of testing equipment will 

be a challenge," and certainly UNC and its constituent institutions do not have an adequate supply 

of testing equipment to test all of its students, much less Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek 

to represent. However, this study concluded that there was real "value" in undertaking this testing, 

·'when comparing our findings with a rough estimate of the societal W1P (willingness to pay) per 

infection averted." 

IO I. As it pertains to the instant case, the study noted that"[ r ]eopening college campuses 

imposes risks that extend beyond students to the faculty who teach them, the many university 

employees (administrative and facilities staff) who come into close daily contact with them, and 

the countless other members of the surrounding community with whom students come into 

contact." 

102. Upon arrivaL students at UNC's constituent institutions will be provided, among 

other things, a thermometer and cloth facing coverings. After that student is "on-campus," the 

system of monitoring whether that student becomes sick is dependent upon that student "self

reporting" that information and taking appropriate action. 

I 03. Upon information and belief, as part of its reopening plan, UN C-Chapel Hill 

promised that each of their students, faculty and staff members would receive "care kits" that 

included, among other things, two face masks, hand sanitizer and a thermometer. This was to be 

available to students between August 8th- 14th, and to graduate and professional students ''beginning 

August 10th." (https://www .unc.edu/posts/20?0/08/05/carolina-together-care-kits-help-prep are

tar-heels-for-the-fall-semesterD. Despite this, upon information and belief, faculty, graduate 
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students and staff, as late as today, have been informed that the ''care kits" have been delayed until 

"August 20th, at the earliest." 

104. Alternatively, just a few miles from the campus of UNC-Chapel Hill, students at 

Duke University are tested upon arrival and confined to their dorm rooms until the results are 

obtained. https://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/article244797507.html 

105. Similarly, no Employee of any UN C constituent institution will be required to be 

tested. While testing may be available, it is clear that no Employee will be tested unless they are 

symptomatic and ask to be tested. 

106. On June 24, 2020, Governor Cooper issued an executive order extending Phase 2, 

further delaying reopenings. 

107. Governor Coope(s June 24, 2020 executive order, which is still in effect, requires 

face masks in public settings, especially in "certain high-density occupational settings where social 

distancing is difficult." 

108. By June 24, 2020, the number of reported COVID-19cases in North Carolina had 

grown to more than 56,000, with the number of reported cases doubling every ten (10) days or so. 

109. During the month of July, 2020, the NCDHHS reported North Carolina's highest 

one-day number of COVID-19 cases, on July 11, July 18 and July 30, 2020. 

110. On July 23, 2020, Dr. David Weber, medical director of UNC Hospital's 

Departments of Hospital Epidemiology informed the UN C Board of Governors that ''the wave 

we're in could go on for a very long time because the great majority of people have not been 

infected." (https://www .newsobserver.com/news/local/education/article2444044 77 .html). Dr. 

Weber informed the Board of Governors that there had been a "dramatic increase of cases among 

18 to 22 year olds across the nat~on, including in North Carolina and in Chapel Hill," and promised 
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that ""if [students] don·1 follo\\·· the guidelines and they go to towns or in donn rooms and have 

parties and don't physical distance and don't wear masks, there will be transmission." 

111. It is inevitable that some students of the UN C constituent institutions will not 

"follow the guidelines," they will ·"go to towns or in donn rooms and have parties" and will not 

"·physical distance" and will not ··wear masks.'' In fact, as of the date of the filing of this action. 

at UNC constituent institution campus that has already pem1itted students to return to the campus 

environmenL students are not ·"following the guidelines"; are going '"to towns or in donn rooms'" 

and having ·"parties". are not ··physically distancing'· and are not ··wearing masks." 

112. ln order to avoid working on-campus at the lJNC constituent institutions in which 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent are employed, they must first seek 

··accommodations" from their university. citing, upon information and belief, some underlying 

medical condition or co-morbidity that increases the risk from COVID-19. 

113. However. there is absolutely no scientific evidence to support the notion that merely 

because someone does not have some underlying medical condition or co-morbidity that they will 

not become ill from COVID-19, become hospitalized, be unable to work. or die. 

114. The CDC has recognized that age alone increases the risk of someone getting 

severely ill from COVID-19. (https://\VW\\·.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra

prccautions/older-ad ults.htrnl ). --As you get older, your risk for severe illness from COVID-

19 increases. For example, people in their 50s are at higher risk for severe illness than people 

in their 40s." 

115. In fact. the CDC has stated that''[t]he best way to protect yourself and to help 

reduce the spread of the virus that causes COVID-19 is to .... [l]imityour interactions with other 

people as much as possible,~· 'rhich. of course, Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 
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represent cannot do wht:n they perform essential functions of their jobs on-campus while 

thousands of students arc there. 

116. Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent, and upon information and 

belief, UNC, its Board of Governors, each ofits constituent institutions and Governor Cooper, 

fully understand what the CDC has made clear: -~There is no way to ensure that you have zero 

risk of infection.~· (https://\vww.cdc.2.ov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/nccd-extra-

precautions/older-adults.html). Understanding that, it is unimaginable that UNC and its 

constituent institutions and Governor Cooper would make a conscious decision to force 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to increase their risks of exposure to a 

disease that will make them sick, and expose them to a risk of hospitalization, permanent side 

effects and/or death. 

117-. On July 29, 2020, Quintana Stewart, MPA, Health Director for Orange County, 

where the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill is located~ provided a ··MEMORANDUM. 

(Exhibit H) to UNC-Chapel Hiirs Chancellor. Kevin M. Guskiewicz, and its contents are 

disturbing. 

··As students have began to return to campus prior to the official start of the Fall 
Semester we've experienced a small fraction of what we will see if the campus fully 
reopens and all the students return for in-person class. In the last 4 weeks we've 
seen positive COVID clusters among UNC staff and athletic teams. we·ve 
experienced the increased activity and gathering on Franklin Street that resulted in 
clusters that visited a couple of local restaurant/bar establishments. We've seen 
the off-campus parties and gatherings at Greek Houses. We've also experienced 
the lack of cooperation from students with the communicable disease investigation 
and control measures mandated by NC General Statute 130A-144. For multiple 
cases staff had to spend several hours trying to gather infonnation and cooperation 
from students. As a last resort. legal remedies were suggested to gain cooperation. 
This is absolutely not the desired outcome for our campus students. 

While everyone has worked tirelessly on mitigation plans for COVID-19, to date 
there are still capacity issues with testing and contact tracing. 'Ibere is a national 
supply shortage for the chemical reagent used to process the COVID-PCR test 
(most reliable diagnostic COVID-19 Test). 1bis shortage has resulted in a 
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significant delay in test results. \\Then waiting for results to begin case investigation 
and issue quaramine orders. this is a significant amount of time and can result in 
further spread of the vims ..... 

To date. a major piece of our planning efforts remain incomplete. As a college 
town, Chapel Hill is highly dependent on public transportation ..... To keep the town 
operational we could potentially create several clusters of cases from one single bus 
ride. 

In addition to the aforementioned concerns that public health highlights, I have 
received a massive amount of emails from community members. UNC staff, faculty 
and students sharing their concern for fully reopening campus for the Fall Semester. 
If students begin to move back on campus next week, we could quickly become a 
hot spot for new cases as thousands of students from all across the country/world 
merge onto the UNC Campus and being the interact in a manner very normal for 
college students in a congregate setting. The recent outbreak among the football 
team was infonnative of how challenging it will be for the student population to 
practice the 3 W's even with the best of intentions. We believe the student athletes 
are likely some of the most disciplined and motivated groups of students on campus 
and despite their best efforts. the virus spread rapidly between teammates. 

118. Ms. Stewart therefore recommended that lJNC-Chapel Hill: (a) "'Restrict on 

campus housing to at-risk students with no access to equitable educational resources and those 

with true housing needs (i.e .. international students, Carolina Covenant & marginalized students); 

and (b) ··consider virtual classes for the entire Fall Semester, but at a minimum begin the first 5 

weeks of the semester with oniine instrnction only with plans to reassess the situation at the 5 week 

mark." 

119. Ms. Stewart·s M~morandum of7/29/20 and the recommendations contained therein 

were not provided to the faculty and Staff at lJNC-Chapel Hill until word of its existence leaked 

to the press and a copy of the same reviewed by them~ which prompted Dr. Mimi Chapman to send 

an email to UNC-Chapel Hill"s Chancellor. expressing ·•dismay" that Faculty were not made aware 

of the Orange County Health Director's recommendations: 

This morning members of the FEC had the attached letter forwarded to us. We are 
completely ;hocked that such a letter would ~ve been received last week and that 
none of us have known_about it until now - hours before it has turned up in the 
News and Observer. Jt feels like a serious breach of trust to have kept such 
recommendations from the campus community of faculty. staff and students. 
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Yesterday, I received word from a faculty member that in student store, which was 
packed, only a third of people were wearing masks. Just now I received a video 
from a citizen who videotaped a line of what appeared to be sorority women - at 

least 50 - coming out of an indoor, unmasked gathering at 210 Ransom Street. 

These look like off ramps to me. For myself, I am changing my plans to hold an 
in-person orientation for our doctoral students tomorrow, and my class that was 
planned to be delivered in person will change to remote. I could not possibly do 
othervvise in the face of such a letter from our local health department. 

Since assuming this role. it has been my intention to interact collaboratively. I 
recognize that people occupying roles such as yours are balancing many competing 
priorities, and that in the current environment, the choices are very difficult. 
However, with outsid~ guidance from public health authorities such as is included 
in this letter, to proceed without completely candid discussion with your faculty, as 
well as other interested parties. feels like a betrayal. I urge you to call a meeting of 
the general faculty immediately and to address the concerns that are outlined in this 
letter. Of if you would like me to call it, I will. If the implications of this letter 
means that we must send some students home, that is how it will have to be. If it 
means bringing this information to the BOG so that might grapple with the 
implications of ignoring these warnings, then by all means do that. and I will stand 
with you. 

http://pulsc.ncpolicvv.;atch.org()020/08/05/chair-of-unc-ch-faculty-a-scrious
brcach-of-trust-facult v-wcrc-not-a"varc-of-countv-hcalth-rccommendation/ 

120. The experience in Orange County and at UNC-Chapel Hill is not unique. Faculty 

and staff at each of the UNC constituent institution campuses are concerned for their safety. given 

especially that public schools in the Counties in which these UNC constituent institution campuses 

are located have made the right decision - to teach students remotely. (Orange County Schools to 

teach remotely (https://\\ww.orangecountyfirst.com); Wake County to teach remotely 

(https://www .newsobserver.com/news/local/ed ucation/article2443 7 4482.html ); Durham County 

to teach remotely for first 9 weeks (https://www.wral.com/coronavirus/durham-public-schoo ls-

vote-to-move-classes-online); Mecklenburg County to go online after2 week ··socially distanced'~ 

orientation (https://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/local/article244?54462.html); Watauga 

County to open with 9 weeks . of ··remote learning'' (https://www.wataugaschools.org/site/); 

Guilford County to have remote learning through at least October 20 
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(https://www.gcsnc.con-Jsite/ddauit ); New Hanover County Schools to open with on-]ine only 

(https://www.whgr.org/post/new-hanover-countv-schools-will-reopen-onlin e-onlv -

instruction#stream); Pitt County - parents may choose options. including completely on-line 

(https://www.pitt.kl2.nc.us/Page/6337); Jackson County - limited attedance for 2 weeks then 

completely online thereafter (https://www.jcpsnc.org/reentry); Forsyth County Schools - online 

for first 9 weeks (https://www.wsfcs.kl2.nc.us/site/default); Buncombe County to go online after 

2 week ··socially distanced'. orientation (https://www.buncombeschools.om/) ). 

121. On August 2, 2020, Dr. Deborah Birx, the White House coronavirus task force 

coordinator, informed CNN in an interview that the United States is in a ··new phase" in its fight 

against the coronavirus pandemic. and said that the deadly virus is more widespread than when it 

first took hold m the United States earlier m 2020. 

(https://www.cnn.com/2020/08/02/politics/birx-coronavirus-new-phase-cnntv/index.html). 

122. Dr. Birks said: --what we are seeing today is different from March and April. It is 

extraordinarily widespread. Ifs into the rnral as equal urban areas.'' When asked whether schools 

in states with a 5% positivity rate should remain closed or have distance learning only, Dr. Birks 

said: "If you have high case load and active community spread .... we are asking people to distance 

learn at this moment so we can get this epidemic under control.'' On August 9, 2020, North 

Carolina reached 6% for the first time since May, 2020. with the positivity ranging from 7% to 

10% since June. 

123. As of the date of the filing of this action. North Carolina has a high case load and 

active community spread. 

124. As of August K 2020, at least 136,000 people in North Carolina had tested positive 

for COVID-10 and 2.168 have died. 
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125. As of August 8, 2020. North Carol ina reported an approximate 8% positivity rate 

for those teste d, with a 5% positivity rate for more than two (2) weeks being indicative that. the 

virus may be under contro l. 

126. As of August 8, 2020, I, 129 No rth Caro linians were repo rted hospitalized with 

COVID 19, and reported hosp italizat ions have not dropped below 1.000 since July 7, 2020 or 

below I, l 00 since July 19, 2020 . (Source : NCDHHS -hllp s://co\'id I 9.ncdhh s.uov /dashb oard) . 

127. On Aug ust 5, 2020 . Governor Roy Cooper issued Executive Order No . 155, 

anno uncing that he was extending --Phase Two ·' of No rth Carolina's reope ning plan until at least 

Septemb er 11, 2020 , and keeping all current restiictions in place through the 2020 Labor Day 

weekend . Dr. Mandy Coh en. secretu1y of North Carolina ' s DHHS confim,ed that the tota l number 

of cases m North Carolina was still ·'too high ." 

https:/ /ww¼ .newsobserver.com/ ne,-vs/coro navirus/at1iclc24473 7227 .html ; 

https ://fi ks. nc .Q.O\'/!zovcmo r/d ocument s/Ci les/EO 155-Ex tcnsion-of-Pha sc-2. pd f 

128. In Executive Order No . 155, Gov . Cooper admitted that UNC and its cons titue nt 

inst itutions' plans to reopen campuses "will increase the risk ofCOVJD - 19 spread" and therefore , 

places the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to an increase d risk of expo sure to 

COVID-19 : 

WHEREAS, there are many public health benefits. economic benefits, and societal 
benefits to reopening K-12 schools, colleges, and universities for in-person instruction, but these 
in-person gatherings of students, staff. teachers, and professors will increase the risk ofCOVID-19 
spread, even after all health and safety measures are put in place; and 

129 . The Governor's acknowledgment of the conscious decision made by the 

government , through its politi cal subdivision, UN C and its cons tituen t institut ions, to place the 
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Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent at an increased "risk of CO VID-19 spread" 

is a risk that UNC cannot lawfully impose upon them. 

130. Governor Cooper's willingness to place the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek 

to represent at an increased "risk of COVID-19 spread" is in stark contrast to the position that 

Governor Cooper took in his "Brief in Opposition to Motion for Preliminary Injunction" and the 

supporting materials that he filed in North Carolina Proprietary Bowlers Association v. Cooper 

(20 CvS 6422, Wake County), filed on June 17, 2020. (https://ncbc.nccourts.org/public/; 2020 

CVS 6422; ECF No. 13) 

131. "COVID 19 is_ a serious and emergent threat to public health and the lives of 

Americans - indeed, the virus has already killed as many Americans in four months as the Vietnam 

war did in a decade." (Id. at p. 1). In support of the Governor's position, Dr. Mandy Cohen, 

Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services, affirmed that North Carolina's 

numbers are "trending in the wrong direction." (Id at p. 2). In her Declaration offered in support 

of Governor Cooper's position~ Dr. Cohen predicted that "infections may begin to spike in the 

summer months ahead meaning that more people will become infected and die." (Id. at p. 2). 

"COVID-19 has caused in less than four months nearly as many deaths as traffic accidents caused 

in a year." "The emergency is not over." (Id. at p. 7). "Nearly half of COVID-19 cases are spread 

by people who are not showing symptoms atthe time." (Id. atpp. 7-8). "The young and the middle

aged North Carolinians are among the group that represents the largest share of laboratory 

confirmed infections." (Id. at p. 8). "Indoor activities or activities in confined or contained areas 

generally carry a greater risk of contraction and transmission of the virus than in unconfined 

outdoor activities." (Id. at p. 9). "Exiting knowledge suggest the potential for those who survive a 

severe COVID-19 infection to suffer long-tenn health effects from the disease." "The public 
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health risk are too great to open schools to unrestrict ed . in person instruction in the fall. And 

moving too quickly overall may require a return to stricter measures later." (1d. at p. 14) 

132. As Dr. Cohen correctly opines in her Declaration , ' ·Current research shows that the 

virus that causes Covid-19 is spread mainly from person-to-person bet ween people in close contact 

(within six feet) through respirator y droplets." (Declaration of Dr. Mandy Cohen, Case No. 2020 

CVS 6422; ECF No. 12.1. ~l 13). ··TI1e virus can also spread through contact with surfaces 

contaminated by respiratory d roplets if someone else touches that surface and then touches their 

own eyes, nose or mouth- even if they never come into con tac t with the infected person ." (Id. at , 

14). ··Covid-19 can affect people of all ages, not ju st those who are old or have underlying chronic 

conditions.'· (Id. at~ 16). 

133. Data reported 01t th e DHHS Covid -19 Dashboard , as of today, shows that 

confirmed cases of Covid -19 have aff ected all ages and all demographics of the population in 

North Carolina, especially the ages pertain ing to Plaintiffs and the subclass in which they seek to 

represent . 

American Indian Alaskan Native I 2•·• 

Asian 

Black or African Amencan 

Native Hawaiian or Pacific 
Islander 

White 56' b 

134. Moreove r, as Dr. Cohen correctly points out, and as NC DH HS's own reports 

provid e, anyone with an underl ying health conditi on is at an increased risk from Covid-19 , 

regardless of age. "An estimated 42% of people in North Carolina have one of the underlying 
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health conditions included in the CDC's guidance on people at high risk for severe illness from 

Covid -19." (Case No . 2020 CVS 6422: ECF No . 12.1. ~ 17) 

Underlying hetilth conditions ln North carolinians by age - 2018 

100% 
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18-24 :!5-4 9 65+ 011er.ill 

• At tc11t one None 

135. ··se rious illnesses frequently require hospitalization, inten sive care, and intrusive 

ventilation, and some may cause death . Even those who survive an infect ion of Covid - 19 may 

suffer numerous se1ious long- term effects,'' including ·'chronic lung, heart, kidney and liver 

disease, and other longer lasting ailments .' ' (Case No. 2020 CVS 6422; ECF No . 12.1, ~ 18). 

136. Dr. Cohen prov ides a number of ways to minimize transmission of the virus and 

prevent disease resulting from infection with the virus. including , but not limited to: 

o Limiting the number of people who are in one place at the same time to decrease 

the chance of an infect ed person coming into contact with a non- infected person . 

e Keep people six feet away from each other to decrease the chance that respiratory 

droplets will travel from person-to -person. 

e Limit the amount of tin1e people are in close contact with one another . 

137. At the time these opinions were provided in her declarat ion, Dr. Cohen was 

concerned that North Carolina ·s numbers were t rending in the wrong direction . (Case No . 2020 

CVS 6422 ; ECF No . 12.1, ~: 18). 
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138. Import antly, tho se numbers have only increased since D r. Cohen's Declaration, 

which was executed on June 17. 2020. 

139. For instance, at the time of her declaration, the number of total cases in North 

Carolina was 46.855. 

;tl}OQ TOTAL CASES 
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140. As of today , the total number of case s has almost tripled since June 2020 according 

to DHHS "s own dashboard. 
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141. Fmthermore, as of June 17, 2020 the number of deaths resulting from Covid-19 

was 1.168. Since then , that number has almost doubled. 
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142. Yet. Governor Cooper's position as of June 2020, when the numbers were far less 

than they are now , was that .. Covid-19 is a serious and emergent threat to pub lic health and the 

lives of Americans- indeed , the virus has now killed tw ice as many Americans in four months as 

the Vietnam War did in a decade.'· (2020 CVS 6422, Governor Coope r·s Brief in Opposition to 

Motion to Preliminary Injunc t ion. p. I). 

143. As Dr. Cohen correctly predicted, based upon the available data, the rate of 

infection continues to accelerate, thereby contributing to the number of people infected and deaths 

resulting from the underlying infection . "Nation al model s show that da ily deaths are expected to 

... remain stab le in August , but rise sharply in September." (Case No . 2020 CVS 6422; ECF No . 

144. ·'The data trends reveal that we must be cautious and meas ured as we consider 

easing restrictions . Ope ning-high risk ... businesses too soon cou ld cause rapid spread of a highly 

contagious and for some, a dead ly disease. It could also trigg er super -spreading events. These 

circumstances wou ld erase the hard- won gains in preventing the spread of Covid -19 achieved by 

the sacrifices of North Carolina citizens. I am concerned that, if the Governor's autho rity is 

undermine d, th is will significant ly limit his ability to take critical steps in the future to protect the 

public health , just as conditions are becoming much wo rse.'· (Case No . 2020 CVS 6422: ECF No . 
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145. ·Th e virns is not restricted by county borders . It can cross county lines as people 

travel across the state. This makes the spread of virns across county lines inevitable and makes it 

neces sary to have either a statewide or regional approach to esrnbl ishing the minimum publ ic 

health restrictions people and bus iness must follow : · (Id. at ~ 34 ) . 

146. ··Indoor activities , or act ivities in confi ned or contained areas , generally carry a 

greater risk of contraction and transmission of the virus than in unconfined outdo or activit ies . 

Sharing ind oor spaces is a ·major' cause of Covid- 19 trans mission and contract ion." (Id . at 1 40). 

147. "S imilarly. stat ionary act ivities that have exte nded contact ... (fo r example . 

activitie s where people are sitti ng or stand ing next to others for more than 10-20 minutes ) generally 

carry a greater risk of contraction and transm ission of the virus than activit ies in w hich people are 

constantly circulating and mov ing. Limit ing the duration of contact w ith others is critical to 

lowerin g the likelihood of contrac tion and transrn.ission of the virus." (Id. at . 141 ). 

148 . In her Declarati on, Dr. Cohen provided a list of ' ·factors tha t lead to activit ies and 

settings being higher risk" and the --relative risk of act ivities and settings. " 
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Factif.,-that Leiid to _j,_ct1\·ities and Serrings Bein.!! Hit1.her Risk 

Activities th:it involve mcre;.1sed r~pimory effort, such as :!.te,wy, deep or rapid 
breathing while cx.c::rasing. shouting. or singmg 

Indoor activities 

Stationary activities ,\;llere people come into extc:o.ded contact with other customers or 
patrons (for example_ ,-.here people are sining or S1anding Ue..'ct ro others for more than 
10-20 minutes ) 

Gathering;; of people who are older or who llave underlying chronic conditions 

E,Tended. dose-range. face-to-face conversation 

Places ,vhere people· s pr~-C0'\71]) learned behavior in\·olves high-risk activities like 
chatting, singing, working 0m or dancing i.n cloSe contact with one another 

Alcohol consumpt:on C"ei.ng expected and pan of the entertainment 

Re1ati,·e Risk of Activities and Sertines 

St.ationan· lfo,iug 

Indoor High Risk Moderate Risk 
(for ex:nnple. sitting in a (for e.un.lple, shopping in a 
mo,-ie thearer) retail setting) 

Outdoor .?vkx:!erate Risk Lowernsk 
(for ~le. sitting at an (for examp!e. ,,alking on a 
ew.ru ic an outdoor park trail) 
setting) 

I 

149. Upon informa tion and belief. based upon Dr. Coh en 's own risk factors, teach ing in 

a classroom would pose the ·'high est risk" given the "extende d . close -range, face-to -face 

conversations" in an '"indoor" setting, individ uals being "'stationary" for more than 10-20 minute s 

and the constant "chatting .' · 

150. On August 5. 2020. UNC -Chapel Hilrs Chance llor poste d a ·'Message from 

Chancellor Guskiewicz on letter from the Orange Co unty Health Departm ent." 

https: //www.unc.ed u/nosts /1 0,., ()/08/US/messa!.!e-from-Q.usk icwicz-on -letter -frorn-t he-orange-
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countv-hcalth-departmcm /. In it, Chance llor Guskiewicz, while not addressing Ms . Stewart's 

concerns that the Orange County Health Department was not ready for what was occurring with 

students returning to the campus community, .. reiterated that we believe we are well prepared for 

the start of the fall semester and we will continue to tract trends that could lead us to 

recommendation a modification to our plans ." and tha t after consulted '•with the UNC system:' 

the Chancellor was advised "to stay the course with our current plan." Conspicuous ly absent from 

Chancellor Guskiewicz's ''J'vfessage .. was the assurance that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they 

seek to represent seek: assurances from "infectious disease experts and public health experts" to 

whom Chancellor Guskiewicz refers that they will be safe . 

151. Prior to the filing of this action, Plaintiffs, through counsel, notified the North 

Carolina Department of Labor about the concerns surrounding the requirement for UNC and its 

constituent institutions to comply with its non-delegable duty to provide the Plaintiffs and the Sub

Classes they seek to represent, a "safe" workplace, and a workplace free of recognized risks 

associated with COVI D-19, and requested that the North Carolina Department of Labor take 

appropriate action. 

152. The No rth Carol ina Department of Labor declined to take any action, in part, 

because Plaint iffs and the Sub-Class es they seek to represent have not yet suffered an illness. 

153. Prior to the filing of this action . Plaintiffs. through counsel, requested the 

Defendant, through counsel, to suspend the process of bringing tens of thousan ds of students to 

the UNC constituent institutions to take the Spring 2020 semester "on-line" and not ·'in-person;' · 

to provide for the mandato1y testing of students if they were going to return to campus ; and to 

otherwise modify the workplace requirements imposed upon the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Clas ses 

they seek to represent that delegate the responsibi lity of providing a safe workplace to them , and 

not UNC and its constituent institutions, as their Employer . 
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154. UNC and its ~onst ituent inst itutions, the UNC Board of Gove rnor s, and the 

Governor of Nort h Carol ina have fa iled to prov ide the Plainti ffs and the Sub -Classes they seek to 

represent w ith the assurance that the law requires: that if they return to wo rk ' ·on-site .. under 

cun-ent plans , with thousands of students on these campuses , t hey will be safe. 

155. As of the filing of th is act ion, membe rs of the facult y at UNC's con stituent 

inst itutions have pet itioned UN Cs system leaders to recon side r a mass return to campus . and to 

move .. onli ne.' · (http: //pulse.ncpolic vwa tch .on.?./2020 /07/08/ 126086 / ). 

156. S imilarly, housekeepers at UNC -Chapel Hill have petit ioned for "upgraded safety 

demands .. , (htt ns://abc I I .com/unc-housekeep er~-petit ion-ca mpu s-cov id-19 -foo tball -no rt h-

caroli.na-coronavirus /6329 4 78/) . 

157 . In an open letter from tenu red facu lty members at UNC-Chapel Hill, und erg raduate 

student s were reque sted no t to return to campus in the Fall : "We need to stay safe from COVID -

19 by staying at home - and we need yo u to stay home in order t o protect your selv es and your 

fellow stu d ents, your teac hers, the many worke rs who serve you on campu s, the res idents of Chap el 

H ill and Carrb oro, and yo ur own family members and ioved ones. ' · 

(htt ps://-..,,•,vw .ncwsweek .com/um:-tcn urcd-facult v-tel 1-st ud ents -stav -home-amid -cov id-concerns-

it-nm-sare-vou-rn mc-campus-152216,..,). 

158 . Plainti ffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent are now faced with a fa lse 

dichot omy: go to work and risk exposur e to COVID - 19or not go to wo rk and risk tenn ination 

from the ir jobs . UN C and its co nstituent institution s. however , have a better choice that reduces 

the risks that Plaint iffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent fac e by simply making complete 

·'on-line .. instruct ion the default for the Fa ll of 2020, permitting anyone else who can perfo rm the 

essential functio ns of the ir jobs remotely to conti nue to do so, and red ucing the population of 
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students on campu s, just as they did in March . 2020 whe n there -.vere less than 280 reported 

COV ID-19cases in the State of North Carolina. 

159. Since the deci sion was made on March 11, 2020 to terminate all •'in-person" 

activities on the UNC constituent inst itut ion campus es, effect ive Mar ch 20, 202 0, there have been 

more than 136,000 new, confirmed cases of COV ID -19 in No rth Carolina, and more than 2, I 00 

deaths, leaving the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent questioning why anyone 

could possibly believe that safe and/or .. hazard free· · conditions or places of employment could be 

provided to them now when things have only gotten worse, not better, since March. 2020 . 

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

160. Plaintiffs incorporate herein by refer ence the allegat ions contained in paragraphs 

I thro ugh 159 as if fully set forth herein. 

161. The individually named Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselve s and the Sub -C lasses 

they seek to represent, bring this action individu ally and as a class act ion pursuant to Rule 23 of 

the Nort h Caro lina Rules of Civ il Procedure, on behalf of the follow ing classes /sub-classes : 

a . The Faculty Subclass, defined as : All cunent Faculty, whetherfull-time or 

part -t ime, emplo yed by or at any UNC constituent institut ion, who perform, may perfonn or are 

required to perform any essential funct ions of their job on the campus of the UNC const ituent 

institut ion where they are employed . 

b. TI1e Staff Subclass, define d as: A II cur rent Staff or other empl oyees (other 

than Faculty) , includ ing grad uate workers, whether full-time or part -time, employed at any UNC 

constituent institution, who perfonn, may perfo nn or are requ ired to perfom1 any essent ial 

fun ct ions of their job on the campu s of the UN C const ituent institution where they are emp loyed. 

162. Plaint iffs reserve the right to redefi ne the Class prior to cert ificat ion. 
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163 . The Class is so numerous that the indivi dual joinder of all its Members 1s 

impractical. Plaintiffs estimat e that the Class w ill consi st of thousa nds of ind ividuals. 

164. The Plaintiffs' claims, set forth below, are typ ical of the claims of the Members of 

the Class/Sub-Classes . 

165. Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately represent and protect the interests of the 

Class/Sub-Classes . Plaintiffs are represented by exper ienced co unsel, experienced in the lit igation 

of class action cases . Plaintiffs and the ir counsel are committed to prosecuting th is action 

vigorous ly on behalf of themselves and the Class/Sub-Classes . Ne ither Plaintiffs, nor the ir counse l. 

have any interests adve rse to or potentially in confl ict w ith the inte rests of the Class/Sub -Classes. 

166. Common questions oflaw and fact exist as to all membe rs of the Class/Su b-Classes 

which predomina te over any questions affect ing only ind ividu al C lass Members . This common 

legal and factual questions include. but are not limited to. the follow ing: 

a. Whether bringing students back to the UNC syste m campuses places the 

Plaintiffs and Sub -Classes Members at an increased tisk of exposure to COYID -19; 

b. Whe ther provid ing edu cational services to stude nts for the Spring of2020 

'·remot ely" or ··onl ine .. decreases the Plaintiffs and Sub-Classes Membe rs risk of exposu re to 

COV ID-1 9; 

c. Whethe r bringing student s back to the UNC constituent campu s 

comm unit ies increases the risk of community spread of COVID - 19; 

d . Whether the increased risk of community spread of COV ID - 19 creates an 

increased risk to Plaintiffs and Sub -Classes Members as Employees : 

e. Whether an increased risk of exposure to COYID -19 exposes each Plaintiff 

and the Sub -Classes they seek to represent to an increased risk of harm; 
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f. Whether an increased risk of exposure to COVID-19 exposes each Plaintiff 

and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to a risk of the need for medical treatment; 

g. Whether the increased risk of exposure to COVID-19 creates an increased 

risk for Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to the payment of medical expenses 

associated therewith; 

h. Whether the increased risk of exposure to COVID-19 exposes each Plaintiff 

and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to a risk of hospitalization; 

1. Whether the increased risk associated with exposure to COVID-19 exposes 

each Plaintiff and the Sub~Classes they seek to represent to a risk of death; 

J. Whether the increased risk associated with exposure to COVID-19 exposes 

each Plaintiff and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to a potential loss of earnings; 

k. Whether the increased risk by Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent of a loss of earnings will be fully compensated for by benefits to which they would be 

entitled; 

l. Whether the increased risk of medical expenses and hospitalization will be 

fully compensated for by benefits to which the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent 

would be entitled; 

m. Whether UN C and its constituent institutions have provided the necessary 

benefits to insure that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent who incur medical 

expenses and/or loss of earnings by reason of the increased risk of exposure to COVID-19 will be 

fully compensated; 

n. Whether the revenues from all sources which UNC and its constituent 

institutions would receive by bringing students back to campus versus offering Fall 2020 courses 
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fully online was a reason forthedecision to increase the risk of exposure to COVID-19toPlaintiffs 

and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent; 

o. Whether it is possible for UNC and its constituent institutions to provide all 

educational services required for students for the Fall 2020 completely online; 

p. Whether providing all educational services for UNC system students for 

Fall 2020 completely online decreases the Plaintiffs and the Sub~Classes they seek to represent 

risk of exposure to COVID-19; 

q. Whether providing all educational services for UNC system students for 

Fall 2020 completely online decreases the risk that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent will incur medical expenses; 

r. Whether providing all educational services for UNC system students for 

Fall 2020 completely online decreases the risk that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent will be hospitalized; 

s. Whether providing all educational services for UNC system students for 

Fall 2020 completely online decreases the risk that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent will die; 

t. Whether providing all educational services for UNC system students for 

Fall 2020 completely online decreases the risk that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent will suffer lost wages and income; 

u. Whether the benefits to Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent 

of providing all educational services for UNC system students for Fall 2020 completely online 

outweighs any burdens associated therewith; 

v. Whether, if students are to return to the UNC campuses, UNC and its 

constituent institutions could test students when they arrive and at regular intervals thereafter; 
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w . Wheth er testing students as they return to UNC campuses and at regular 

intervals thereafter decreases the risk to Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent of 

exposure to COVI0-19; 

x. Whether testing students as they return to UNC camp uses and at regular 

intervals thereafter decreases the 1isk of further spread of COVID -19; 

y. Whethe r UNC and its constituent institutions owe a non -delegable duty to 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to provide a place and conditions of 

employment free from recognized risks that may cause serious illness or dea th ; 

z. Whether UNC and its constituent institutions owe a non-delegable duty to 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to provide a safe workplace; 

aa . Whether UNC and its constituent institutions have a continuing 

responsib ility to ensure that adequate safety precautions are taken to protect Plaint iffs and the Sub

Classes they seek to represen t ; 

bb. Wheth er the conditions and places of employment in which Plaintiffs and 

the Sub-Classes they seek to represent work are free from recognized risks that may cause serious 

illness or death; 

cc. Whether the condi t ions and places of employment in which Plaintiffs and 

the Sub-Classes they seek to represent work are safe; 

dd . Whether the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent should be 

required to work in cond itions and places of employment that are not safe : 

ee. Whether the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent should be 

required to work in conditions and places of employment that increase the ir risk of becoming 

infected with COVID -19; 
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ff . Wheth er the substantial risk of being infected with COVID -19 at the 

constituen t institutions con st itu tes an inherently dangero us activ ity; 

gg. Whether COVlD -19 is a ·'recognized hazard.'' 

167. l11e common issues of fact and law presented by this act ion, including those 

spec ified above, are predomin ant over any md ivid ual issues. 

168. A class act ion is super ior to other ava ilable means of adjud icat ing the c laims of the 

Class, and is the only means to achieve a fair, efficient, uniform, and conclusive result . Absent 

certification of a class, each individual Class Membe r wo uld be required to bring the ir own 

individual action . but likely not pursue relief from the Co u1t for enforc ement of their rights, due 

to the substant ial burden and expense associated with the comp lex, expensive and extensive 

lit igation necessary to enfo rce the ir rights and obtain adequate relief. Ind ividualized litigat ion 

increa ses the expense and de lay for all part ies and multiplies the burd en on the ju dicial syste m in 

handl ing the complex legal and factual issues present in this case . A class act ion far fewer pract ica l 

dif ficu lties and provides several benefits, includ ing single and eff icient adju d ication. Class 

treatmen t of the issues present in this case will ensure that each claima nt rece ives a fair and 

consistent adjud icat ion . 

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratory Judgment - N.C.G .S. §1-253, et seq.) 

l 69. Plaint iffs incorpo rate herein by reference the allegat ions con tamed in paragraphs 1 

through 168 as if fully set f01th he rein. 

1 70. This Co urt has jurisd ict ion over the parties and there exists an act ual just iciable 

case and/or controversy between the Plaintiff sa nd the Sub-Classes they seek to represent and UNC 

and the named const ituent iristitut ions regarding, among ot her th ings: 
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a. Whether bringing students back to the UNC system campuses places the 

Plaintiffs and Sub-Classes Members at an increased risk of exposure to COVID-19; 

b. Whether providing educational services to students for the Spring of2020 

'"remotely" or "'online" decreases the Plaintiffs and Sub-Classes Members risk of exposure to 

COVID-19; 

c. Whether bringing students back to the UNC constituent campus 

communities increases the risk of community spread ofCOVID-19; 

d. Whether the increased risk of community spread of COVID-19 creates an 

increased risk to Plaintiffs and Sub-Classes Members as Employees; 

e. Whether an increased risk of exposure to CO VID-19 exposes each Plaintiff 

and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to an increased risk ofhann; 

f. Whether an increased risk of exposure to COVID-19 exposes each Plaintiff 

and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to a risk of the need for medical treatment; 

g. Whether the increased risk of exposure to COVID-19 creates an increased 

risk for Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to the payment of medical expenses 

associated therewith; 

h. Whether the increased risk of exposure to COVID-19 exposes each Plaintiff 

and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to a risk of hospitalization; 

1. Whether the increased risk associated with exposure to COVID-19 exposes 

each Plaintiff and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to a risk of death; 

J. Whether the increased risk associated with exposure to COVID-19 exposes 

each Plaintiff and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to a potential loss of earnings; 
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k. Whether the increased risk by Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent of a loss of earnings will be fully compensated for by benefits to which they would be 

entitled; 

I. Whether the increased risk of medical expenses and hospitalization will be 

fully compensated for by benefits to which the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent 

would be entitled; 

m. Whether UNC and its constituent institutions have provided the necessary 

benefits to insure that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent who incur medical 

expenses and/or loss of earnings by reason of the increased risk of exposure to CO VID-19 will be 

fully compensated; 

n. Whether the revenues from all sources which UN C and its constituent 

institutions would receive by bringing students back to campus versus offering Fall 2020 courses 

fully online was a reason for the decision to increase the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek 

to represent risk of exposure to COVID-19; 

o. Whether it is possible for UNC and its constituent institutions to provide all 

educational services required for students for the Fall 2020 completely online; 

p. Whether providing all educational services for UNC system students for 

Fall 2020 completely online decreases the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent 

risk of exposure to COVID-19; 

q. Whether providing all educational services for UNC system students for 

Fall 2020 completely online decreases the risk that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent will incur medical expenses; 
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r. Whether providing all educational services for UNC system students for 

Fall 2020 completely online decreases the risk that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent will be hospitalized; 

s. Whether providing all educational services for UNC system students for 

Fall 2020 completely online decreases the risk that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent will die; 

t. Whethe! providing all educational services for UN C system students for 

Fall 2020 completely online decreases the risk that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent will suffer lost wages and income; 

u. Whether the benefits to Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent 

of providing all educational services for UNC system students for Fall 2020 completely online 

outweighs any burdens associated therewith; 

v. Whether, if students are to return to the UNC campuses, UNC and its 

constituent institutions could test students when they arrive and at regular intervals thereafter; 

w. Whether testing students as they return to UNC campuses and at regular 

intervals thereafter decreases the risk to Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent of 

exposure to COVID-19; 

x. Whether testing students as they return to UN C campuses and at regular 

intervals thereafter decreases the risk of further spread of COVID-19; 

y. Whether UNC and its constituent institutions owe a non-delegable duty to 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to provide a place and conditions of 

employment free from recognized risks that may cause serious illness or death; 

z. Whether UNC and its constituent institutions owe a non-delegable duty to 

Plaintiff and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to provide a safe workplace; 
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aa. Whether UN C and its constituent institutions have a continuing 

responsibility to ensure that adequate safety precautions are taken to protect Plaintiffs and the Sub

Classes they seek to represent; 

bb. Whether the conditions and places of employment in which Plaintiffs and 

the Sub-Classes they seek to represent work are free from recognized risks that may cause serious 

illness or death; 

cc. Whether the conditions and places of employment in which Plaintiffs and 

the Sub-Classes they seek to represent work are safe; 

dd. Whether the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent should be 

required to work in conditions and places of employment that are not safe; 

ee. Whether the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent should be 

required to work in conditions and places of employment that increase their risk of becoming 

infected with COVID-19; 

ff. Whether the substantial risk of being infected with COVID-19 at the 

constituent institutions constitutes an inherently dangerous activity; and 

gg. Whether COVID-19 is a "recognized hazard." 

171. The Plaintiffs respectfully request this Court to issue its declaratory judgment on 

the foregoing and any other issues that may arise during the pendency of these proceeding. 

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Nuisance - Violation of Private Rights) 

172. Plaintiffs incorporate herein by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through I 71 as if fully set forth herein. 

173. -~we hold it to be self-evident that all persons are created equal; that they are 

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, the 

enjoyment of the fruits of their own labor, and the pursuit of happiness." N .C. Const. Art. I,§ 1. 
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174. The rights guaranteed by the Declaration of Rights in Article I of the North 

Carolina Constitution are clearly established and are ••individual and personal rights entitled to 

protection against state action;· and the fundamental purpose for its adoption ··was to provide 

citizens with protection from the State's encroachment upon these rights. Encroachment by the 

State is, of course, accomplished by the acts of individuals who are clothed with the authority of 

the State. The ve.ty purpose of the Declaration of Rights is to ensure that the violation of these 

rights is never permitted by anyone who might be invested under the Constitution with the 

powers of the State. Corum v. Univ. ofN. Carolina Through Bd. of Governors. 330 N.C. 761, 

782-83, 413 S.E.2d 276, 289-90 _(1992). 

1 7 5. ··Toe right to work and to earn a livelihood is a property right that cannot be taken 

away except under the policy power of the State in the paramount public interest for reasons of 

health, safety, morals or public welfare." Roller v. Allen, 245 N .C. 516, 518, 96 S.E.2d 851, 854 

(1957). 

176. Requiring the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent to perform any 

essential functions of their jobs "on-campus." after having brought tens of thousands of students 

who have not been tested for COVID-19 (and will not be tested in the absence of the student ··self

reporting·' symptoms) to the campus environment where Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek 

to represent will be working. is not in the ··paramount public interest for reasons of health. safety, 

morals or public welfare'' and given the increased risk of exposure to COVID-19, substantially 

interferes with the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent "right to work and earn a 

livelihood," as these Employees are forced to make a decision about whether they work in 

conditions and at a place that increases the risk of exposure to COVID-19, and therefore, their risk 

of becoming ill such that they cannot work, may become hospitalized, disabled or even die. 
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177. Further, "economic insecurity due to unemployment" has been declared to be 

against the public policy of this State and ··a serious menace to the health, morals and welfare of 

the people of this State." N .C. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 96-2. Given the limited benefits available to 

Employees who are exposed to COVID-19 and who cannot work, the conscious decision made by 

UNC and its constituent institutions to fully reopen its campuses increases, not decreases, the 

Plaintiff and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent ··economic insecurity,'' as they face the 

prospect of unemployment after being exposed to COVID-19 and being unable to work. 

178. UNC and the named constituent institutions' use of their campuses, as described 

above, involving bringing, housing, feeding and teaching tens of thousands of students to the 

campus environment in which Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent work, under 

the circumstances, unreasonably invades and/or interferes with the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes 

they seek to represent Constitutional and property rights, and because of that unreasonable 

invasion or interference, Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent will be forced to 

make a conscious decision to risk or forego entirely those rights, as presently, they are not being 

offered any conditions or places where they will perform the essential functions of their jobs on

campus that will be safe and free of the recognized risks associated with CO VI 0-1 9, causing 

substantial injury to Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent constitutionally protected 

property interests, and therefore constituting a nuisance. Elliott v. Muehlbach, 173 N .C. App. 709, 

712,620 S.E.2d 266,269 (2005); see also McManus v. S. Rv. Co., 150 N.C. 655, 64 S.E. 766, 769 

(1909) ("when the alleged nuisance would constitute a private wrong by injuring property or 

health, or creating personal inconvenience and annoyance, for which an action might be 

maintained in favor of a person injured, it is none the less actionable because the wrong is 

committed in a manner and under circumstances which would render the guilty party liable to 

indictment for a common nuisance.'~) 
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179. TI1e conduct of UNC and its constituent institutions is negligent, reckless, and/or 

ultra-haz.ardous and substantially injurious to the rights of the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they 

seek to represent. 

180. UNC and its constituent institutions have acted with the purpose to invade the 

interests of the individual Plaintiffs and Sub-Classes they seek to represent in the exercise of their 

Constitutional inalienable rights~ including life, liberty, the enjoyment of the fruits of their own 

labor, and the pursuit of happiness. and UN C and its constituent institutions know that injury will 

result, or will substantially result, to the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent. 

181. UNC and its constituent institutions' intentional invasion or interference with the 

rights of the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent Members is unreasonable, given 

the surroundings and conditions under which the UNC constituent institutions will be maintained; 

the character of the UN C constituent institution campuses; the nature, utility and social value of 

their operation; the nature and utility of the rights of the individual Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes 

they seek to represent which will be invaded by the actions of UN C and its constituent institutions; 

the suitability ( or better said, the unsuitability) of the locality for these campus operations in this 

global pandemic; the suitability of the locality forthe Plaintiffs and the Suh-Classes they seek to 

represent to exercise their rights; and the extent, nature and frequency of the harm to their interests. 

182. The nuisance \Vill violate the private rights of the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes 

they seek to represent, and constitute a private wrong as to them by injuring their property rights 

(the right to work and earn a livelihood) and their health. and the use of the UNC constituent 

institution campuses with tens of thousands of students on them and the conditions to which 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent will be exposed will be different from that of 

the public at large, who can choose to avoid these campuses so as to decrease their risk of exposure 
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to COVID-19. Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent cannot make this choice. 

Barrier v. Troutman, 231 N.C. 47, 49-50, 55 S.E.2d 923,925 (1949). 

183. 'The law affords Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent ··remedial or 

preventive" redress. Id. 

184. The injury that will be suffered by Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent will be continuous and recurrent, each day they go to work, and any remedy at law will 

be either inadequate or non-existent. 

185. TI1e on-campus operations of the UN C constituent institutions, with tens of 

thousands of students in attendance, in the manner in which it will be conducted, is a nuisance as 

to the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent, and the mandatory injunctive relief 

sought by Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent, in order to maintain the status quo, 

will not extend beyond what is necessary to correct the issues ('"evil") about which the Plaintiffs 

complain and to prevent injury to them. 

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Injunctive Relief - Temporary Restraining Order, Preliminary and Permanent 

Injunction) 

186. Plaintiffs incorporate herein by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 185 as if fully set forth herein. 

187. Pursuant to N.C.G.S. §1-485, et. seq. and Rule 65 of the North Carolina Rules of 

Civil Procedure, Plaintiffs hereby request the entry of a Temporary Restraining Order, a 

Preliminary Injunction, and a Permanent Injunction. 

188. Plaintiffs have shown a substantial likelihood of success on the merits of their 

claims for Declaratory Relief and Nuisance and the requested Order that will necessarily flow 

therefrom. 
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189. Injunctions may be granted to prevent a violation of rights or to restore the Plaintiffs 

to rights that have already been violated. Roberts v. Madison Ctv. Realtors Ass'n, Inc., 344 N.C. 

394, 399,474 S.E.2d 783, 787 (1996 ). 

190. The injunction sought by the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent 

1s both --prohibitory"· and ··mandatory:· Plaintiffs seek to prevent UN C and its constituent 

institutions from violating their clearly established right to a safe work place; their right to 

conditions and a place of work free from recognized hazards and/or dangerous activities that are 

likely to cause them injury or death; their constitutionally protected property rights to work and 

earn a livelihood, and their rights to life. liberty and the pursuit of happiness: and to forbid the 

continuance of any wrongful acts or the doing or some threatened or anticipated injury. Plaintiffs 

likewise seek an injunction that is ''mandatory" given the apparent intent on the part of UNC and 

its constituent institutions to move forward with their plans, and one that is affirmative in character, 

requiring positive action involving a change of existing conditions -- the doing or undoing of any 

acts that are necessary to protect the 1ights. health and safety of the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes 

they seek to represent. 

191. In order to maintain the status quo and to otherwise preserve and enforce the 

Plaintiffs' rights during the pendency of this action, the Plaintiffs are entitled to, and the ends of 

justice would be materially promoted by, the issuance of a Temporary Restraining Order, a 

Preliminary Mandatory and Prohibitory Injunction and a Permanent Injunction: 

a. Ordering UNC and its constituent institutions to provide conditions and a place of 

work to the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent that is safe; 

b. Ordering UNC and its constituent institutions to provide conditions and a place of 

work to the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent that is free from recognized 
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hazards or dangerous activities that are known or likely to cause injury, illness and/or death to the 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent; 

c. Enjoining and restraining UNC and its constituent institutions from interfering with 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent in the exercise of their Constitutional 

inalienable rights, including life, liberty, the enjoyment of the fruits of their own labor, and the 

pursuit of happiness; 

d. Enjoining and restraining UN C and its constituent institutions interference with the 

property right of Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent right to work and to earn a 

livelihood. 

192. By reason of the actions and failures, actual or threatened, on the part of UNC and 

its constituent institutions, the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent have suffered 

and will continue to suffer irreparable harm and damage and interference with their legal rights, 

for which they do not have an adequate remedy at law. 

193. There is reasonable apprehension on the part of the Plaintiffs of immediate and 

irreparable loss and damage unless injunctive relief is granted, and such relief is necessary to 

protect the rights of the Plaintiffs. 

194. Plaintiffs have shown, or can show, a substantial likelihood of prevailing on the 

merits of this action. 

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Writ of Mandamus) 

195. Plaintiffs incorporate herein by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 194 as if fully set forth herein. 

196. The duties of the Governor of the State of North Carolina include, but are not 

limited to, an obligation to '·take care that the laws be faithfully executed." N.C. Const. art. III,§ 

5. 
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197. The UNC Board of Governors is empowered "to govern the constituent 

institutions", and responsible for '"the general determination, control, supervision, management 

and governance of all affairs of the constituent institutions.'' Sec. 203, UNC Policy Manual. 

198. As recognized by the Board of Governors (Sec. 300.2.15), ''in case of a public 

health emergency, the Governor has broad powers to issue an emergency order to protect the public 

health", including the power to "close all schools. community colleges, universities ... :' 

199. Given that North Carolina and the rest of the United States is in a pandemic and a 

··communicable disease outbreak'', the UNC Board of Governors has the authority to close one or 

more ··universities or part of a university by order of the Governor." (Section 300.2.15 IV) 

200. A UNC constituent institution "may choose to practice social distancing by use of 

alternate worksite or teleworking." !fl 

201. As of the date of the filing of this Complaint, neither the Governor or the Board of 

Governors have done anything to insure that the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to 

represent are not placed at an increased risk of exposure to COVI D-19 by performing or being 

required to perform essential functions of their jobs on-campus where tens of thousands of students 

are located. 

202. As of the date of the filing of this Complaint. both the Governor and the Board of 

Governors recognize that the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent will be at an 

increased risk of exposure to COVID-19 by performing or being required to perform essential 

functions of their jobs on-campus. and have made a conscious decision to place them at this 

increased risk. 

203. Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent, as discussed in detail in this 

Complaint, have a clear right to relief from the conscious decision to place the Plaintiffs .and the 

Sub-Classes they seek to represent at an increased risk of expos1:1re to COVID-19, as the North 
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Carolina Constitution guarantees each of them the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, 

the right to work and earn a livelihood. and therefore, the Constitutional right to be free of the 

increased risk of exposure to COVID-19 by performing or being required to perform essential 

functions of their jobs on campuses where thousands of students are located. 

204. Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent have no other appropriate 

remedy at law. Further, as discussed, the Governor or the UNC Board of Governors have done 

nothing to insure that Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent lvill be (not just may 

be) safe when they perform or are required to perform essential functions of their jobs on the 

campuses of the UNC constituent institutions, despite the non-delegate obligation on the part of 

Employers in North Carolina to do so. 

205. Thus, Plaintiffs seek. and are entitled to, on behalf of themselves and the Sub

Classes they seek to represent. a writ of mandamus compelling the Governor and the UNC Board 

of Governors to perform their official duties consistent with the law, specifically: (a) Compelling 

the Governor and the UNC Board of Governors to provide conditions and a place of work to the 

Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent that are safe~ (b) Compelling the Governor 

and the UNC Board of Governors to provide conditions and a place of work to the Plaintiffs and 

the Sub-Classes they seek to represent that are free from recognized hazards or dangerous activities 

that are known or likely to cause injury, illness and/or death to the Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes 

they seek to represent: © Enjoining the Governor and the UN C Board of Governors from 

interfering with Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent in the exercise of their 

Constitutional inalienable rights, including life, liberty, the enjoyment of the fruits of their 0\.\111 

labor, and the pursuit of happiness; ( d) Enjoining and restraining the Governor and the UN C Board 

of Governors from interfering with the property right of Plaintiffs and the Sub-Classes they seek 

to represent right to work and to earn a livelihood. 
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MOTION FOR EXPEDITED DISCOVERY 

206. Plaintiffs incorporate herein by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 205 as if fully set forth herein. 

207. Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and the Sub-Classes they seek to represent, 

moves this Court for an Order allowing expedited discovery. consisting of: (a) the "'Zoom" 

depositions of each of.the Chancellors for the named constituent institutions (of no longer than 1 

hour each. exclusive of --cross-examination"); (b) the ··zoom" depositions of local public health 

directors of the Counties ,.vhere the named constituent institutions are located (of no longer than 1 

hour each, exclusive of··cross-examination")~ and (c) the ··zoom" deposition of Dr. Mandy Cohen. 

208. Good cause exists for the discovery sought by Plaintiffs on an expedited basis. 

Ehrenhaus v. Baker, 2008 NCBC LEXIS 20, at * 13, 2008 WL 4787594 (N .C.Super.Ct. Nov. 3, 

2008). Plaintiffs are in need of this expedited discovery to prepare for a preliminary injunction 

hearing, and this motion is property considering ··the entirety of the record to date and the 

reasonableness of the request in light of all the surrounding circumstances." Dimension Data N 

Am., Inc. v. NetStar-1. Inc., 226 F.R.D. 528. 531 (E.D.N.C.2005). 

209. Plaintiffs have articulat~d ··a sufficiently colorable claim" and shown a sufficient 

possibility of a threatened irreparable injury ··to justify imposing on the defendants and the public 

the extra (and sometimes substantial) costs of an expedited ... proceeding." Ehrenhaus. 2008 

NCBC LEXIS 20. at *13. 2008 WL 4787594 (omission in original). 

210. Plaintiffs~ depositions will be narrowly tailored to the issues in this case. 

MOTION FOR EXCEPTIONAL CASE DESIGNATION 

211. Plaintiffs incorporate herein by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs I 

through 210 as if fully set forth herein. 
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212. 1l1is matter warrants ex~~fJli,-•ntii cc~se 1.bsignation pursuant to Rule 2.1 (a) of the 

General Rules of Practice. Prior to the filing of this action, counsel for the Plaintiffs has conferred 

with counsel for the Defendants who have each consented to the designation of this case as 

exceptional pursuant to Rule 2.1 of the General Rules of Practice. 

213. Due to the significance of this case and the claims of Plaintiffs and the Class they 

seek to represent, this case requires focused judicial attention and oversight. 

214. Plaintiffs are informed and belief and therefore allege that other cases involving 

legal issues that have arisen during this pandemic have been designated as exceptional and 

assigned to the Honorable James L. Gale, and Plaintiffs move for exceptional case designation and 

assignment to Judge Gale to promote judicial efficiency and avoid the dangers of inconsistent 

rulings. Prior to the filing of this action, counsel for the Plaintiffs has conferred with counsel for 

the Defendants who have each consented to this matter being assigned to Judge Gale. 

WHEREFORE. Plaintiffs pray the Court as follows: 

1. That this case be designated as an exceptional case and assigned to the Honorable 

James L. Gale for further proceedings. 

2. That the Court certify this action as a class action pursuant to Rule 23 of the North 

Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure. 

3. That this Court issue a Declaratory Judgment on the issues set forth in the First 

Claim for Relief and on such other issues as may arise during the pendency of this matter; 

4. That on Plaintiffs' Second and Third Claims for Relief, this Court issue a 

Temporary Restraining Order, Preliminary and Pennanent Injunction, as set forth above. 

5. That on Plaintiffs' Fourth Claim for Relief, this Court issue a writ of mandamus to 

the Governor and the UNC Board of Governors: 

SHIPMAN& WRIGHT, L.L.P. 
~75 :'--1,la:ary C~ofi RoaJ, Suite !1)6 . \\'1lmmg1on, ~,orth Carolina :IB-+115 
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6. That this verified Complaint be accepted as an affidavit in support of the relief 

prayed for herein; 

7. That the Plaintiffs' Motion for Expedited Discovery be allowed; 

8. That the costs of this action, including the Plaintiffs' reasonable attorneys fees, be 

taxed by the Court against the Defendant; 

9. For trial by jury on all issues so triable; and 

l 0. For such other and further relief as to the Court seems just and proper. 

This the 10th day of August, 2020. 

SHIPMAN & WRIGHT, L.L.P . 

. JAMES T. MOORE 
N.C. Bar. No: 38377 
575 Military Cutoff Rd., Suite 106 
Wilmington, NC 28405 
Tel.: (910) 762-1990 
Fax: (910) 762-6752 

SHIPMAN& WRIGHT, L.L.P. 
5;5 Milit:it)' Cutoff ltn:ul, Suit"' 111(1 • \'\'ilm111~1on, North C:uulin:i .:?8405 



DocuSign Envelope ID: A551AAFA-886O-40C5-ABC3-0315B8F17F90 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF ....;o...;...r..a.;.an"'""'g"-"e"---____ _ 

(County of Residence) 

Jermany alston 
___________ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the-
7 

-day of August, 2020. 

jermany alston 

Name Printed_ .. b G .... ~ .. --y. 

~-
Signature 



DocuS1gn Envelope ID: FCF86A 16-934A-4338-BE53-2628552A410 7 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF _w_a_t_au ........ a ...... a ______ _ 
(County of Residence) 

Clark Maddux 
___________ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 7th day of August, 2020. 

Clark Maddux 

Signature 



DocuSign Envelope ID: 2AC2EB6C-C647-4038-8BA 1-2D179FF6FE04 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF ....;.w;;..;;;;a;..;:;.t-=au;;;..;g;,..;;;a;;;....._ ___ _ 

( County of Residence) 

Matthew Robinson 
____________ , under penalty of perjury~ says that he/she has read the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 10 th day of August, 2020. 

Matthew Robinson 

Name Prmted 

Signature 



DocuSign Envelope ID: AF3647CD-7830-4A4A-B141-B61 EC72A2E45 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF Ashe ~~-------
(County of Residence) 

David Travis 
___________ _.,. under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has read the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 8th day of August, 2020. 

David Travis 

Name Prmted 

Signature 



DocuS1gn Envelope ID: 73AA 1405-FEA3-4A02-8CE2~8673EAD6FB2C 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF ....;..w"""""a'""""t=-au;;;.;..g"'""a.;;..__ ___ _ 

(County of Residence) 

Shaun Farthing 

-----------" under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has read the· 
foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief~ and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the~day of August, 2020. 

Shaun Farthing 

Name Pnnted 

Signature 



DocuS19n Envelope ID: 5853A577-CFF9~F7C-85D2-BCD6982C643D 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF Buncombe -=..;;.;..;..;...;;;.;;:;..;.:.:.;;:;'-=--------

(County of Residence) 

Duane H. Davis 
___________ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has read the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 8th day of August, 2020. 

Duane H. Davis 

Name Prmted ~ 0 .... ,. ... ..., 

OtuU,u., tt, Dav-is 
FD7d28088FF9dSF 

Signature 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF ....;;o'--r....;.;a;.;..;.n"""'"qe=-------

Michael Palm 

___________ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 7th day of August, 2020. 

Michael Palm 

Name Printed 

Signature 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF orange 
--------

Zofia Knorek ___________ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 
things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 7th day of August. 2020. 

Zofia Knorek 

N~J;liJn~P. 
~A~~Vtk 

l992CfAfiJQDti4EB 

Signature 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF Mecklenburg 

(County of Residence) 

__ J o_h_n_co_x ________ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 
save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 8th day of August, 2020. 

John Cox 

Name Printed 
GOocuSlgnod by: 

s~-,~"'" 1gn re 



DocuS1gn Envelope ID: 32AE3F91-6F87-4820-88CF-E6E7DO8OF0FF 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF New Hanover 

(County of Residence) 

Wendy Brenner 
-----------~ under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 
things, he/she be] ieves them to be true. 

This the 7th day of August, 2020. 

Wendy Brenner 

Name Printed l7t OocuSignad by: 

Sionat:11.,~ 



DocuSign Envelope ID: 77EF237E-8204-4898-9C43-O01EDE1BCC92 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Durham 
COUNTY OF ______ _ 

____ J_e_f_f ___ E_ad_d_Y __ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 
save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This th~/ 7 / 2~ of August, 2020. 

Jeff Eaddy 

Name Prin~c!,,., •• , .... •v, 

~?/~-
UISi'2B1F85C443 .. 

Signature 



DocuSign Envelope ID: D6B8C740-89D4-42FA-A3D4-4CF46364551 F 

STA TE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF Durham --=-a:;a..:.....:..;='--------
( County of Residence) 

Rachelle Gold 
___________ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things. he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 9th day of August~ 2020. 

Rachelle Gold 

Name Printed 

Signature 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTYOF~w~a~ke=-------
(County of Residence) 

John Hedlund 
___________ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 
save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 
things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 7th day of August, 2020. 

John Hedlund 

N rune Printed 

wF"~, 
e, MttfeAE1840D . . 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF Pitt ---------

Beth Bee 
-----------~ under penalty ofpe1jury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 
8th 

day of August, 2020. 

Beth Bee 

Name Printed 
~Doc..S;gn,. by, 

~l~FD 1gna ure 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF Pitt _;__c_;;;,_;;;; ______ _ 

(County of Residence) 

Enrique Gomez 
___________ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has read the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 8th day of August, 2020. 

Enrique Gomez 

Name Prmted 

Q
OocuSlgncd by: 

~~ 
6C95CE2C:QCf,Q ,.;~ 

Signature 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF __ J_ac_k_s_on ____ _ 

___ J_a_ck_s_um_m_e_rs ____ , under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has ready the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as to those 

things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 8th My of August, 2020. 

Jack summers 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF--=o"--='u'-'-r'-'-'ha=m;;....._ ____ _ 
(County of Residence) 

Jim Pearce 
___________ __, under penalty of perjury, says that he/she has read the 

foregoing Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his/her own knowledge 

save and except those matters and things therein set forth upon information and belief, and as tothose 
things, he/she believes them to be true. 

This the 10th day of August, 2020. 

Jim Pearce 

Name Prmted 

Signature 
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NC CORONAV!RUS DEATHS AND HOSPITALIZATIONS 
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NC CORONAVIRUS DEATHS ANO HOSPiTALIZATIONS 
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The University of North 
Carolina System and its 

constituent ins.titutions are 
working collectively with employees to provide 

a safe workplace in light of the public health 

concerns surrounding COVl~-19. Faculty and 

staff must be protected. trained, and adequately 
prepared by the University to safely carry out 

their work assignments. In addition, all members 

of the University community have· a collective 

responsibility for the health and safety of their 

fellow community members, including students, 

faculty, staff, and visitors. 

Each constituent institution's return-to-on-site . . 

operations will be aligned and consistent with 

guidance from local, state and federal public 
health authorities, as well as applicable orders and 
regulations from the governor and relevant federal 

agencies, such as the Occupational Safety and 

Health Administration (OSHA) and the U.S. Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). 

At a minimum, each constituent institution is 
expected to follow the COVID-19 monitoring, 

containment, and response protocols established 

and updated by the Centers fodJisease Control 

and Prevention (CDC) for colleges·· and universities. 

These protocols can be found at tittps://www.cdc. 
gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance: 

ihe-response.html. 

Given the evolving nature of both our 

understanding of the virus that causes COVID-19 

and the recommended guidance from public 

health and other governmental bodies, please 

understand that University's guidance may 
need to be updated perloditi:iliy t~ respond to 

continuing developmentsr 

R !E T lJR f\ij T 0 
THE WORKSiTE 

WORKPLACE 

EXPECTATIONS: 

For your safety and those of your colleagues, all 

UNC System employees are expected to comply 

fully with the COVID-19-related policies and 

protocols announced by your home institution with 
respect to returning to on-site work. While you 
may be empowered to make individual choices 

on personal protective measures outside of the 

workpla~e, such measures are not discretionary 

when the University formally requires them _in 

the workplace. A failure to comply with such 

measures could result in disciplinary action or 

other corrective measures. 

Students, visitors, contractors, and others will also 
be required to follow all institutional and local 
health protocols while on site to protect the safety 

of the entire community. 

PHASED RETURN TO 
ON-SITE OPERATIONS: 

The leadership of each constituent institution of 

the UNC S¥,stem will make final decisions about 

who will return to on-site work and when. The UNC 

System recommends an incremental and phased 

approach to the return to on-site operations, based 

on the State's th.ree-phased reop.e.ning_pJ.§n. Each 
institution will take reasonable measures to ensure 

the health and safety of faculty and staff, as well as 

the broader University community. Each institution 

will keep faculty and staff informed of changes to 

workplace expectations, the status of the state
wide reopening plan as it applies to the institution, 

and any related health and safety requirements. 



Each institution will consider gradually expanding 
on-site work based on the following factors: 
0 ability to control and manage conditions in 

specific work environments; 
n feasibility of remote work as opposed to the 

need to perform essential functions on site at a 
University worksite; 

" need for an employee to access on-site 
resources, such as equipment or technology; 

!J Individual employee health risks and/or the 
risks to an employee's immediate family 
members; 

11 availability of face coverings, hand sanitizer, and 

other materials designed to pr~mote hygiene 
• availability of any personal protective 

equipment (PPE) that might be required for 
some unique positions; and 

° COVID-19 testing and monitoring capabilities. 

All decisions on return to on-site operations. 
once approved,_will be communicated through 
the employee's direct supervisor, the institution's 
HR office, and/or other designated University 
management. This may var·y from institution to 
insitution, but there should be consistency in how 
such communications are accomplished to assure 
comprehensive understanding and clarity of 
decision-making authority. 

The need to reduce the number of people on-
site to maintain appropriate social distancing 
requirements will continue for the foreseeable 
future. Workgroups that can continue to effectively 
work remotely will likely continue to do so, at least 
until Phase 3 of the State's reopening plan and 

potentially beyond for certain high-risk individuals 
(as defined by the CDC). 

Each institution's return to on-site work measures 
should consider how faculty and staff would 
maximize remote instruction and telework, should 
it become necessary. For those jobs and functions 
that are not conducive to telework, the institution 
should consider how to help employees minimize 
exposure and contact while they perform essential 
job requirements, including providing face 
coverings and related training, as well as any PPE 
that might be required for some positions. 

Specifically, each institution is responsible for 
determining optimum and reasonable measures to 
facilitate the return-to-on-site work process. These 
institutional measures are expected to include: 
., Use of face coverings and, in some 

circumstances, PPE 
., Social distancing 

~ Continious facilities cleaning and disinfection 
:, Reasonable access control for institution 

visitors other than faculty, staff and students 
" COVID-19 Symptom screening for faculty, staff. 

students, and others 

For employees, none of these measures is 

discretionary when required by the institution, 

unless an employee receives a specific 
accommodation through the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) accommodation process. 

As on-site staff~ng increases and operations 
expand, each institution will closely monitor and 
assess the potential spread of the COVID-19 virus. 
Institutions will continuously adapt policies and 
protocols to mitigate any suspected or confirmed 
virus spread. Testing and monitoring will be a 
critical part of assessing the impact of increased 

staffing. If localized outbreaks emerge, tighter 
restrictions and reduced on-site staffing may 
need to be implemented again, potentially on 
very short notice. 



The timing and specifics of each phase of 

expanded on-site work are highly contingent on 

the progression of COVID·19 within the State of 

North Carolina and your institution's immediate 

surrounding area, as well as continued official 

public health guidance. 

STAFFtNG OPTIONS: 

As employees gradually begin to return to the 

worksite, institutions may continue to use any of he 
following options, as permitted by management, to 

maintain required social distancing measures and 

reduce population density within buildings and 
Through the end of the _SJ.?.!J~'? Pt1-~s~ 2., employees workspaces. 

who are not currently designated as mandatory on-

site employees should continue to work remotely to Remote Work: Those who can work remotely to 

the extent practicable. Institutions should provide fulfill a portion or all of their work responsibilities 

flexibility so that highMrisk employees (as defined may continue to do so. This will reduce the number 

by the ~og, can avoid returning to on-site work 

during this period. (See https://www.cdc.gov/ 

coronavirus/2019-ncovL11~~d-extra:PL~C:.f!.YtJ9os/ 
geople-at-higher-risk.html.) Employees who self· 

identify as high risk will be subject to a formal 

request process instituted by the institution that 

of individuals on site and the potential spread of 

the COVID-19 virus. These arrangements. which 

should be approved by the immediate supervisor, 

can be done on a full or partial day/week schedule 

as appropriate. 

may include the requirement to provide supporting Alternating Schedules: In order to limit the 

medical documentation. number of individuals and interactions among 

those on site, departments should schedule partial 

Management may require employees whose on- staffing on alternating schedules to the extent 

site presence is deemed essential to operations or possible. Such schedules will help enable social 

whose job duties cannot be performed remotely distancing, especially in areas with large common 

to return to onMsite work, if these employees are 
not categorized as high-risk per CDC guidelines. 

Management may also either require and/or 

permit certain employees to work on-site if they 

need access to particular equipment, technology, 

internet connectivity, etc. to perfor_m the essential 

functions of their job and do not otherwise have 

such access at their residence. 

Guidance for the State's Phase 3 reo~nlng_pjan 

will depend heavily on specific circumstances pres

ent with respect to COVID-19 spread within tl1e 

State and within each institution's local community 

at that time. Each constituent institutlon should con

tinue a gradual and controlled return of employees 

to on-site operations, as conditions permit. 

workspaces. 

Staggered Reporting/Departing: The beginning 

and end of the workday typically bring many 

people together at common entry/exit points of 

buildings. Staggering reporting and departure 

times by at least 30 minutes, where possible, will 

reduce traffic in common areas and help meet 

social distancing requirements. 



SYMPTOM MONITORING 
REQUIREMENT: 

Any employee who has been instructed to 

return to the workplace must conduct symptom 

monitoring every day before reporting to work. 

An employee must be free of ANY symptoms 

potentially related to COVID-19 or have had 

evaluation and clearance by a licensed healthcare 

provider to be eligible to report to work. 

Employees who have had direct contact with a 

COVID-19 patient or who are otherwise at high 

risk of exposure should not return to on-site work 

until they have completed the recommended 

self-quarantine. 

Each institution will implement measures designed 

to confirm employee-self screening and/or equip 

qualified staff to perform screening procedures. 

At this time, COVID-19 SY..IJJ.P.'.tQJ!l~ include the 

following: 

° Cough 

~ Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing 

(I Fever 

f,' Chills 

~ Muscle pain 

" Sore throat 

GI symptoms (e.g. nausea, vomiting, 

or diarrhea) 

.. New loss of taste or smell 

This list of possible symptoms is not 

comprehensive. 

IF SYMPTOMATIC: 

If you have any one or more of these symptoms or 

have been exposed to COVID-19, you must follow 

your institution's guidelines for reporting and 

assessment of symptoms and potential COVID-19 
testing, which will align with CDC guidelines. You 

should wear a face covering to avoid possibly 

transmitting the virus to others. You should self

isolate until CDC guidelines allow you to return to 

work. If you have any concerns that a colleague 

may be exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms, please 

reach out to your direct supervisor. 

According to the CDC, individuals with certain 

underlying conditions may have a higher risk for 

COVID-19 infection. Those conditions may include: 

Older adults (aged 65 years and older) 

(.; People who live in a nursing home or long-term 

care facility 

Asthma (moderate-to-severe) 

.. Chronic lung disease 

,. Diabetes 

.. Serious heart conditions 

,. Chronic kidney disease being treated with 

dialysis 

Severe. _obesity 

" Being immunocompromised 

Employees who have been instructed to return 

to work on site and have concerns about doing 

so may request a flexible work arrangement 

from their direct supervisor. If those concerns 

are related to an underlying health condition, 

the employee may be entitled to a reasonable 

accommodation, depending on the employee's 

particular circumstances. 



Prior to returning to the workplace, any employee 

who has questions or concerns shou ld contact 

their direct supervisor or the appropriate desig

nated institutional office, such as HR, employee 

health, health and safety, etc. Each institution will 

desginate speci fic points of contact who can 

address employee matters related to COVID-19. 

HEALTH 
& SAFETY 
GU!D.t~NCE 

PERSONAL 

SAFETY PRACTICES 

When leaving your home, and especially when 

retu rning to your workplace, UNC System 

employees are strong ly encouraged to fo llow 

the "Know your W's" guidance from the North 

Carolina Department of Health and Human 

Serv ices: .t,ttps:/ /covid19.ncdhhs .ggv/m<!t~rials

resources/know -your -ws-wear -wai t-wash. 

Handwashing: Wash your hands often with soap 

and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after 

you have been in a public place, or after blowing 

you r nose, coughing, sneezing. or touching you r 

face . If soap and wate r are not readily available , 

use a hand saniti zer that contains at least 60 % 

alcohol. Cover all surfaces of your hands and rub 

them together unti l they feel dry. Avoid touct1ing 

your eyes , nose, and mou t h, and wash you r 

hands after touching you r face . 

Social Distancing: Keeping space betwe en you 

and others is one of the best toots we have to 

avoid being exposed to the COVID-19 virus and 

stow ing its spread. Since people can spread the 

virus before they know they are sick , it is important 

to stay away from others when poss ible, even 

if you have no symptoms. Social distancing is 

important for everyone, espe cially to those who 

are at higher risk of getting very sick. Employees 

must follow these social distancing practices: 

Stay at least 6 feet (about 2 arms' lengtt1) from 

other people at all times 

Do not gather in gro ups of 10 or more 

• Stay out of crowded places and avoid mass 

gatherings 

Face Masks/Cloth Face Coverings: Each 

inst itution w ill provide gu idance to faculty and 

staff on any requirement for masks/face coverings, 

especially with regard to common workspaces, 

meeting rooms, classrooms. etc. In accordance 

with DHHS and CDC guidance, appr opriate use 

of face masks or coverings is cr itical in minim izing 

risks to you r colleagues; wearing one protects 

those around you , not yourself. The mask or 

cloth face covering is not a substitute for socia l 

distancing. 

Face coverings will be provided by your institution, 

if neede d. Disposable masks may only be worn for 

one day and then must be properly discarded . 

You may also wear a self-supplied cloth face 

covering. Cloth face coverings must only be 

worn for one day at a time and must be proper ly 

laundered between each use. Having a week's 

supply of cloth face coverings can he lp reduce the 

need for daily laundering. 

Employees whose j obs require the use of PPE, 

including respirators, will do so in accordance with 

instructions from supe rvis ors. 



The following chart discusses various face 

covering/mask options. 

Use and care of face coverings: 

Putting on the face covering/disposable mask 

• Wash hands or use hand sanitizer pr ior to 
handling the face covering/disposable mask. 

• Ensure the face coveri ng/di sposable mask fits 

over the nose and under the chin. 

" Situate the face covering/disposable mask 

properly with nose wire snug against the nose 
(where applicable). 

iogs ~Offlt:e s 
set:ings. shop· 

,e 6' G'O-tial ti!$~~ 

1HFJi!1tained. Cl 
sa6l~ fi1il$k 

• Tie straps behind the head and neck or loop 

around the ears. 

Throughout the process : Avoid touching the 

front of the face covering/disposable mask. 

Taking off the face covering/disposable mask 

, Do not touch your eyes, nose, or mouth when 
removing the face coveri ng/disposable mask. 

• When removing the face covering/ disposable 

mask, loop your finge r into th e stra p and pull 

the strap away from the ear, or untie the straps. 

Wash hands immediately after removing. 

hese masks are re 
- ers and o_lher ap pr 

ter 



Core. storage, and laundering 

• Keep face coverings/disposable'ri1asks stored 

in a paper bag when not in use. 

° Cloth face coverings may not be used more 

than one day at a time. Cloth face coverings 

should be properly laundered. with regular 

clothing detergent, 'before first use and 

after each shift. Cloth face coverings should 

be replaced immediately if they are soiled, 

damaged (e.g. ripped, punctured), or visibly 
contaminated. 

!l Disposable masks must not be used for more 

than one day and should be placed in the trash 

after your shift or if it is soiled, damaged (e.g., 

stretched ear loops, torn or punctured material), 

or visibly contaminated. 

Gloves: Healthcare workers and others in 

designated areas should use gloves as part of PPE 

(personal protective equipment), but according to 

the CDC, gloves are not necessary for general use 

and do not replace good hand hygiene. Washing 

your hands often is considered the best practice 

for common everyday tasks. 

Goggles/Face Shields: Staff do not need to wear 

goggles or face shields as part of.general activity 

on campus. Maintaining good hand hygiene and 

avoiding touching your face are generally sufficient 

for non-healthcare environments. 

Cleaning/Disinfection: Housekeeping teams 

will clean office and workspaces based on CDC 

guidelines for disinfection to avoid the spread of 

the COVID-19 virus. Facilities management groups 

will also maintain hand-sanitizer stations at major 

building entrances, elevator stops, and high

traffic areas. Mechanical, electrical. plumbing, and 
monitoring systems will be assessed and readied 

prior to reopening of buildings. 

Building occupants should also wipe down 

commonly used surfaces before and after use 

with products that meet the U.S. Environment 

Protection Agency's (EPA) criteria for use against 

COVID-19 and are appropriate for the surface. This 

includes any shared-space location or equipment 

(e.g. copiers, printers, computers, A/V and other 

electrical equipment, coffee makers, desks and 

tables, light switches, doorknobs, etc.). 

The institution will also follow NCDHHS gu_idelines 

for environmental cleaning after a potential 

exposure to COVID-19 at a worksite. 

Coughing/Sneezing Hygiene: If you are in a 

private setting and are not wearing your face 

covering, remember to always cover your mouth 

and nose with a tissue or the inside of your elbow 

when you cough or sneeze. Then throw used 

tissues in the trash. Immediately wash your hands 

with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. If 

soap and water are not readily available, clean 

your hands with a hand sanitizer that contains at 

least 60% alcohol. 

GUIDANCE FOR SPECIFIC 

WORKPLACE SCENARIOS 

It is our shared responsibility to practice social 

distancing, cleanliness, hygiene. and other safety 

measures so that we can contain the spread of 

COVID-19. 

Public Transportation: If you must take public 

transportation, wear a mask before boarding and 

avoid touching surfaces with your hands. Upon 

disembarking, wash your hands or use alcohol

based hand sanitizers as soon as possible and 
before removing your mask. 



Working in Office Environments: Employees 

should follow any institutional measures to 
physically separate and increase distance 

between individuals, which may include: 

" Visual cues, such as floor decals, colored tape, 

or signs, that indicate where individuals si1ould 

stand while waiting in line; 

;. One-way directionai signage for large open 

workspaces with multiple through-ways to 

increase distance between individuals moving 

tllrough the space; and 

Designated stairways for up or down traffic if 
building space allows. 

No more than one person sho1.,1ld be in the same 

room or office unless the occupants can maintain 

the required six feet of distancing. Whenever 

more than one person is in a room, each individual 

should wear a mask or face covering at all times. 

A mask or face covering is not required when 

individuals are working alone in a confined office 
space (this does not include partitioned work 

areas in a large open environment}. 

Masks/face coverings should be worn in reception/ 

receiving areas, in any workplace facility where 

others are present, including narrow hallways 

where others travel, and in break rooms, 

conference rooms, and other meeting locations. 

Using Restrooms: Use of restrooms should be 

limited based on size to ensure at least 6 feet 

distance between individuals. Wash your hands 

thoroughly afterward to reduce the potential 

transmission of the virus. 

Using Elevators: No more than one person may 

enter an elevator at a time, so please use the stairs 

whenever possible. If you are using the elevator, 

wear your mask or face covering and avoid 

touching the elevator buttons with your exposed 

hand/fingers, if possible. Wash your hands or use 

alcohol-based hand sanitizers upon departing the 
elevator. 

Meetings: Convening in groups increases the risk 

of viral transmission. Where feasible, meetings 

should be held in whole or part using the 

extensive range of available online collaboration 

tools (e.g. Zoom, WebEx, Microsoft Teams, 

telephone, etc.). 

In-person meetings are limited to the restrictions 

of local, state, and federal orders and should not 

exceed 50 percent of a room's capacity, assuming 

individuals can still maintain 6 feet of separation 
for social distancing requirements. All attendees 
should wear a mask or face covering while sharing 

space in a common room. 

During your time on site, you are encouraged 

to communicate with your colleagues and 

supervisors as needed by email, instant message, 

telephone, or other available technology to 

minimize face-to-face interactions. 

Meals: Before and after eating, you should wash 

your hands thoroughly to reduce the potential 

transmission of the virus. 

If dining at work, you should wear your mask or 

face covering until you are ready to eat and then 

replace it afterward. Individuals should not sit 

facing one another. Staff are encouraged to take 

food back to their office area or eat outside, if this 

is reasonable for your situation. 



If you are eating in your work environment 

(break room, office, etc.), maintain 6 feet distance 

between you and others. Individuals should not 

sit facing one another. Only remove your mask 

or face covering in order to eat, then put it back 

on. Wipe all surfaces in common areas (tables, 

refrigerator handles, coffee machines, etc.) after 

using. 

laboratory Work: Your institution may have 

specific criteria developed for faculty and staff 

working in laboratory environments. 

Entrances/Exits: Entry to buildings will be 

regulated and monitored to the extent practicable. 

Maintaining social distance at this time is the 

most important courtesy we can extend to our 

colleagues. At secure access buildings that require 

an employee ID card/badge for entry, you should 

not hold or prop open exterior doors for any other 

person. It is possible that some buildings may be 

Travel: Follow any institutional restrictions 

or limitations on travel to off-site meetings/ 

conferences and travel to and from other worksites 
at your institution. 

MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL 
WELL-BEING 

Managing COVID-19 and adapting to significant 

changes in the work environment can be a 
stressful experience for everyone and may evoke 

emotions that are unfamiliar or difficult to work 

through. Each employee will handle the transition 

back to the worksite differently. The University 

is committed to supporting your overall health 

and well-being during this stressful time. For 

assistance with any mental or emotional health 

issues, please remember that your institution's 

Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is available to 

all employees. 

subject to more rigorous access control during the The EAP is an employer-sponsored benefit 

COVID-19 event. program that offers support and resources to 

Once you have been instructed to return to the 

workplace, you should report to and depart from 

work through the designated building access and 

at the designated time. This will limit the number of 

people entering and exiting buildings at any one 

time. 

Building occupants are expected to follow signage 

designed to help manage traffic flow through 

building entrances, exits. elevator usage, and 

similar common use areas. 

Violation of these guidelines may result in 

the immediate revocation of building access 
privileges, as well as potential disciplinary or other 

corrective action. 

address personal or work-related challenges 

and concerns. Best of all, it is free for you and 

members of your household and is completely 

confidential. 

Learn more about the EAP and how to contact 

them on the ~NC_ $ystem HR)'Y.~t:!s..ite. 
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Provost Bob Blouin 
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Quintana Stewart. MPA, Health Director 

Erica Pettigrew , MD, JD, MPH 
Medical Director, Orange County Health Department 
Medical Director , Occupationa l Health at UNC Health Care 
Assistant Profess or. University of North Carolina 

Public Health Recommenda tions for Fall 2020 Reopening Plans 

July 29, 2020 

The Orange County Health Department (OCHD) appreciates the partnership and cooperation from the 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) during our response and planning efforts to COVID-19 . As 
you know this has been an unprecedented Pandemic and the virus has.not spread in the manner predicted 
earlier by several public health experts. This has required everyone to make multiple adjustments to our plans 
to ensure the safety and well-being of our respective communities. 

Current Situation in Orange County , NC 

To date, Orange County has been home of approximately 1,241 lab confirmed positive COVI 0-19 cases and 
45 deaths. Over the past month we've watched our daily case count nearly double with record highs in early 
July of 38 new cases per day. We've also seen an increase in cases for those in the 18-24 age group (22%) 
and the 24-49 age group (37%). While the data reports that our local cases appear to be stabilizing the last 
couple of weeks , we at public health know this is not a totally accurate picture of what is happening in our 
community. As the State moved into Phase 2 and things began to open up, we saw an increase in our cases . 
As students have begun to return to campus prior to the official start of the Fall Semester we've experienced a 
small fraction of what we will see if the campus fully reopens and all the students return for in-person class. In 
the last 4 week s we've seen positive COVID clusters among UNC staff and athletic teams. We've experienced 
the increased activity and gathering on Franklin Street that resulted in clusters that visited a couple of local 
restaurant/bar establis hments. We've seen the off campus parties and gatherings at Greek Houses. We've 
also experienced the lack of cooperation from students with the communicable disease investigation and 
control measures mandated by NC General Statute § 130A-144. For multiple cases staff had to spend several 
hours trying to gather information and cooperat ion from students. As a last resort , legal remedies were 
suggested to gain cooperation. This is absolutely not the desired outcome for our campus students. Due to the 
reporting structure fo r positive cases, our data does not necessarily capture each of these cases as they are 
attributed to the home county of residence , however the reality is Orange County Health Department Staff and 
UNC Campus Health Staff have been tasked with the monitoring and investigation of these cases here in 
Orange County . 

While everyone has worked tirelessly on mitigation plans for COVID-19, to date there are still capacity issues 
with testing and contact tracing. There is a national supply shortage for the chemical reagent used to process 
the COVID PCR test (most reliable diagnostic COVID-19 Test). This shortage has resu lted in a significant 
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delay in test results. Many of the labs used to process tests from Orange County now see a 5-7 day turnaround 
time for results. When waiting for results to begin case investigation and issue quarantine orders, this is a 
significant amount of time and can result in further spread of the virus. We continue to recruit and train case 
investigators and contact tracers, but our ability to stabilize this group is challenging as many are temporary 
staff from the community or via a contracted position with the State. 

To date, a major piece of our planning efforts remain incomplete. As a college town, Chapel Hill is highiy 
dependent on public transportation. The public buses are not only used by local college students that do not 
physically live on campus, but a large percentage of our healthcare workers also utilize the buses to commute 
to work at the medical center. At this time we do not have solid plans to maintain the volume of riders white 
simultaneously adhering to the mask mandate and the physical distancing of six feet or more. To keep the 
town operational we could potentially create several clusters of cases from one single bus ride. 

In addition to the afore mentioned concerns that public health highlights, I have received a massive amount of 
emails from community members, UNC staff, faculty and students sharing their concern for fully reopening 
campus for the Fall Semester. If students begin to move back on campus next week, we could quickly become 
a hot spot for new cases as thousands of students from all across the country/world merge onto the UNC 
Campus and begin the interact in a manner very normal for college students in a congregate setting. The 
recent outbreak among the football team was informative of how challenging it will be for the student 
population to practice the 3 W's even with the best of intentions. We believe the student athletes are likely 
some of the most disciplined and motivated groups of students on campus and despite their best efforts, the 
virus spread rapidly between teammates. 

Orange County has attempted to control the spread of COVID-19 by adopting policies and mandates to 
encourage healthy and safe behaviors during this pandemic. We adopted a Countywide Mask Mandate and we 
close restaurants at 1 0pm daily to prevent the pop-up club/bar scene during late night operations as observed 
in early July. While these are valiant efforts, I fear it will not be enough to contain the full campus community 
upon return for the Fall Semester. 

At this time, the Orange County Health Department recommends that the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill consider the following: 

o Restrict on campus housing to at-risk students with no access to equitable educational resources and 
those with true housing needs (i.e. International students, Carolina Covenant & marginalized students) 

• Consider virtual classes for the entire Fall Semester but at minimum begin the first 5 weeks of the 
semester with online instruction only with plans to reassess the situation at the 5 week mark 

On-Campus Housing 
The goal of limiting on-campus housing is to create a situation where students that need to return to campus 
are able to do so in a single occupancy room. Significantly lowering the census of students in the dorms will 
also allow for additional capacity for isolation & quarantine measures as needed. 

First Five Weeks - Online Instruction only 
As we continue to watch the data in Orange County, we want to ensure the community's ability to respond to 
new cases. Earlier in this Pandemic, our numbers were driven by the older age group, most of whom lived in 
one of the long-term care facilities in our community. Today we are seeing more cases with the younger age 
group and more community transmission and asymptomatic cases than originally seen. For this reason, if the 
first five weeks of instruction is virtual, we may be able to reduce further spread of the virus by eliminating in 
class instruction which would create more opportunities for close contact and possible viral spread. 

There are still so many unknowns about this virus and how it will continue to spread throughout North Carolina 
and Orange County. The data tr.ends over the past couple weeks seem optimistic, however we've seen this all 
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change drastically in a short period of time when we move too quickly to reopen our communities. This is the 
time to double down to maintain the hard work we've done with mask wearing, distancing and frequent hand 
hygiene to slow the spread. At minimum the five week start of online exclusively would allow the University, the 
Orange County Health Department, and the UNC Healthcare system more time to monitor the spread of this 
virus and prepare for any unanticipated campus impact. Additionally, this delay for classroom instruction would 
give us additional time to see how seasonal influenza may present in our community this fall. As you are 
aware, we may see a spike in influenza cases as students return and it will be challenging to differentiate these 
symptoms from COVID-19 since they are very similar. This additional time would also allow the hospital to 
prepare for possible surge capacity of both COVID-19 and Influenza. 

OCHD understands that this decision is difficult and requires consideration of many perspectives. We do not 
offer this recommendation lightly,. and we recognize that there will be educational, economic, and logistical 
challenges. OCHD is providing this recommendation from the public health perspective with the best 
information we have at the current time during these extraordinary circumstances. 




